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Important Note
this report was commissioned by Ericsson 
to examine the potential for mobile commu-
nications to contribute to economic growth 
and development in myanmar. the report is 
provided exclusively for Ericsson’s use under 
the terms of the contract. no party other than 
Ericsson is entitled to rely on the report for 
any purpose and we accept no responsibility 
or liability or duty of care to any party other 
than Ericsson in respect of the contents of 
this report.

as set out in the contract, the scope of our 
work has been limited by the time, informa-
tion and explanations made available to us. 
the information contained in the report has 
been obtained from Ericsson and third party 
sources that are clearly referenced in the 

appropriate sections of the report.  
deloitte has neither sought to corroborate this 
information nor to review its overall reasona-
bleness. further, any results from the analysis 
contained in the report are reliant on the 
information available at the time of writing 
the report and should not be relied upon in 
subsequent periods.

accordingly, no representation or warranty, 
express or implied, is given and no respon-
sibility or liability is or will be accepted by or 
on behalf of deloitte or by any of its partners, 
employees or agents or any other person as 
to the accuracy, completeness or correctness 
of the information contained in this document 
or any oral information made available and 
any such liability is expressly disclaimed. 

all copyright and other proprietary rights in 
the report remain the property of deloitte and 
Ericsson and any rights not expressly granted 
in these terms or in the contract are reserved.

this report and its contents do not constitute 
financial or other professional advice, and 
specific advice should be sought about your 
specific circumstances. In particular, the 
report does not constitute a recommenda-
tion or endorsement by deloitte to invest or 
participate in, exit, or otherwise use any of 
the markets or companies referred to in it. 
to the fullest extent possible, both deloitte 
and Ericsson disclaim any liability arising out 
of the use (or non-use) of the report and its 
contents, including any action or decision 
taken as a result of such use (or non-use).
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foreword by ericsson
today, it is estimated that 60 percent of the world’s population has a mobile subscription, with 
more than six billion subscriptions globally. Ericsson estimates that by 2017, 85 percent of world’s 
population will have 3g coverage, and that global data traffic will grow 15 times by the end of 2017. 
for many, the mobile phone will be the only means of accessing the internet. globally we have 
witnessed the economic benefits of broadband – a ten percent increase in penetration leads on 
average to one percent sustainable gdp growth. and doubling Internet speed can improve  
gdp by 0.3 percent1.

myanmar is perhaps the country 
least touched by the tremendous 
developments in telecommuni-
cations of the last two decades. 
In myanmar, with an estimated 
population of over 60 million, only 
around one million people today 
enjoy the benefits of a mobile 
telephone, and it is estimated that 
less than 400,000 have internet 
access. 

since the late 1990s, investment in 
myanmar was restriced due to con-
cerns for human rights violations 
and international sanctions. how-
ever, international observers includ-
ing the united nations consider 
that there are real opportunities for 
positive and meaningful develop-
ments to improve the human rights 
situation and deepen the transition 
to democracy in myanmar. the 
recent suspension of sanctions by 
the European union and the lifting 
of prohibitions on u.s. investment 
in burma, marks the recognition of 
these positive developments.  
according to a recent report by 
maplecroft2, myanmar could 
become the next focus area for 
investment with the support of 
the governmental reform program. 
the growth will be dependent on 
investments in the infrastructure 
such as health, education, commu-
nications and transport. 

In recent years many developing 
nations such as those in africa and 
asia have seen mobile communica-
tions deliver benefits in accessibil-
ity of health services, education, 

provision of electricity, improved 
access to trade and employment 
and more. these are the benefits 
that could add to the positive mo-
mentum observed in myanmar. 

human rights considerations need 
to be carefully considered when 
conducting business in myanmar. 
Ericsson supports the Institute for 
human rights and business (Ihrb) 
and the danish Institute for human 
rights (dIhr) initiative for applying 
human rights principles and stand-
ards within business activities in 
myanmar based on a multi-stake-
holder engagement process. we 
have joined their initiative, which 
is based on the united nations 
guiding principles on business and 
human rights. 

at the same time, access to mobile 
communication could also play an 
important role in enabling ba-
sic human rights, and in driving 
increased transparency in society. 
mobile communications can also 
help to reduce banking and finan-
cial challenges through applica-
tions such as mobile commerce, it 
can enhance access to education 
and health services, it can create 
jobs, and support business and 
social development more gener-
ally. Ericsson has published three 
recent reports on the triple bottom 
line impacts of broadband in the 
networked society3.

Ericsson strongly believes that 
access to telecommunications 
would be beneficial to the people, 
economy and society of myanmar. 
befitting the Ericsson values, in 
conjunction with re-establishing 
presence in myanmar, Ericsson will 
collaborate with respected human 
rights stakeholders both to assess 
the human rights situation, and the 
socioeconomic impact that tele-
communications brings. this report 
is intended to highlight the poten-
tial economic impact that access 
to telecommunications can bring to 
myanmar.

Myanmar

1. http://www.ericsson.com/traffic-market-report.

2. maplecroft myanmar country risk report  
 Q2-2012.

3. first city index: http://www.ericsson.com/ 
 networkedsociety/media/hosting/city_ 
 Index_report.pdf, released may 2011.  
 second city index “life of citizen”, http://www. 
 ericsson.com/networkedsociety/media/hosting/ 
 city_index_report_part_2_rEV.pdf, released  
 nov 2011. third city index “life of business”,  
 http://www.ericsson.com/networkedsociety/ 
 lab/research/city-index/
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Executive Summary
mobile communications in myanmar is underdeveloped compared to other countries in the region 
and in the world. current penetration is estimated at less than four percent, 96 percent lower 
than the average penetration of countries in south Eastern asia. In order to facilitate growth and 
development in this market, myanmar’s post and telecommunications department has announced 
a new telecommunications law, which creates four new telecommunications licences in myanmar. 
It is anticipated that the introduction of a new licensing process will have a significant impact on 
mobile communications in the country, in terms of coverage, penetration, affordability and the use 
of technology for commercial and social development.

at the time of publication, it was 
not decided whether there would 
be three or four licences. for the 
purpose of this report, the following 
assumption was made (it should be 
noted that this could change): It is 
expected that the post and tel-
ecommunications department will 
be divided into two units, each with 
their own licence, the third licence 
will be owned by the military and 
the final licence will be available to 
a privately owned operator. all li-
censees will be able to partner with 
foreign investors and licences will 
include coverage and penetration 
requirements in lieu of licence fees.  

the limited existing mobile  
infrastructure will require mobile 

operators to build out new networks, 
increasing competition in the 
mobile market, as well as foreign 
direct investment and employment. 
the availability of four service pro-
viders will also empower consum-
ers with greater choice through 
competition. additionally wide-
spread mobile coverage is expect-
ed to lead to falling mobile prices.

significant network investments 
will be required in order to launch 
nationwide services. It is estimated 
that in the three years after licences 
are issued, mobile network opera-
tors will make a direct contribution 
of usd 0.96 billion to the country’s 
economy under an assumed 

penetration scenario level of three 
percent. much of these invest-
mentents will be spent on network 
technology which will be provided 
by a range of network equipment 
providers.

It should be noted that in the 
scenarios presented in this report 
are in line with earlier findings and 
experience of both Ericsson and 
deloitte. however, a caveat should 
be added that consumer uptake is 
heavily dependent on a) network 
coverage build out, and, b) pricing 
strategies deployed by operators.  
as is the case in other markets, 
regulators may choose to imple-
ment directives concerning both 
prices and coverage areas.
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Figure 1: Supply side value add as a proportion of GDP

source: deloitte 
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Figure 1: Supply side value add as a proportion of GDP 

 
Source: Deloitte Analysis 

The potential impact of mobile telephony on employment has also been calculated. It is estimated the mobile 
communication industry will employ approximately 66,000 full time employees (FTEs) in Myanmar. A further 24,000 FTEs 
are estimated to be employed in the wider economy as a result of the interactions with the MNOs.  

Figure 2Figure 2 illustrates both direct and indirect employment throughout the end to end value chain associated with 
mobile services. An economic multiplier of 1.4 is used in order to capture the ‘knock-on’ impact to the wider economy.  

Figure 2: Contribution to employment from the mobile value chain in Year 2 

Employment Impact Number of Employees 
Number of employees including 

multiplier 
Mobile network operators 5,700 5,700 
Fixed telecommunications operators 16,480 23,072 
Network equipment suppliers 300 420 
Handset dealer 170 238 
Other suppliers of capital items 5,560 7,784 
Suppliers of support services Network OPEX 1,740 2,436 
Airtime and SIM commission - Wholesalers 1,720 2,408 

Airtime and SIM commission -Retailers 34,340 48,076 

Total 66,010 90,134 
Source: Operator data and Deloitte analysis on average wage rates, based on a medium penetration scenario. 2 Differences 
are due to rounding. 

Supply side impact of mobile communications 
 
The supply side impact of mobile communications consists of:  

 Direct effects: the value add and employment created by the MNOs themselves; 

 Indirect effects: the value add and employment created by other parties in the value chain; and 

 Multiplier effects: the knock-on impact of the direct and indirect effects on the rest of the economy. 

                                                           
2  These figures represent only employment directly created by revenue flows from the MNOs and do not represent total 

employment in the whole industry for each section of the value chain. 
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 identified in the market overview.
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 mnos and do not represent total employment  
 in the whole industry for each section of the  
 value chain.

6. this is under the medium penetration scenario  
 identified in the market overview.

economic benefit of mobile  
communications in myanmar 
the value of the mobile commu-
nications industry to the myanmar 
economy during the three years’ 
post licensing is estimated in terms 
of contribution to gross domestic 
product (gdp) and employment. 
both the direct and indirect impact 
of the mobile operators is consid-
ered. the economic impact of the 
mobile industry on gdp includes 

• Supply side effects: these are 
the value-add, the additional 
value created at a particular 
stage of production, generated 
by domestic spend and employ-
ment from direct and indirect 
firms in the value chain. In order 
to calculate domestic spend we 
identify the money flows that 
remain in myanmar and exclude 
money flowing out of myanmar;

• Demand side effects: the 
productivity increases resulting 
from people using their phones 
for business purposes; and

• Intangible benefits: the social 
benefits enjoyed by consumers. 

this measurement approach seeks 
to estimate the unique and impor-
tant role of mobile communications 
in generating economic growth 
and promoting social development, 
including the broader effects asso-
ciated with those transformations 
such as the productivity of workers. 
the measurements therefore show 
a broader impact than which would 
be found in the national accounts 
of myanmar.

the total economic impact of 
the mobile sector in myanmar is 
estimated to be 1.5-7.4 percent of 
gross domestic product (gdp) over 
the first three years after licences 
are issued4. figure 1 summarises 
the impact of the supply side value 
add as a proportion of gdp.

the potential impact of mobile 
communications on employment 
has also been calculated. It is esti-
mated that the mobile communica-
tion industry will employ approxi-
mately 66,000 full time equivalent 
employees (ftEs) in myanmar. a 
further 24,000 full time jobs are es-

timated to be created in the wider 
economy as a result of the interac-
tions with the mnos. 

figure 2 illustrates both direct  
and indirect employment through-
out the end to end value chain  
associated with mobile services. 
an economic multiplier of 1.4 
is used in order to capture the 
‘knock-on’ impact to the wider 
economy. 

supply side impact of mobile 
communications
the supply side impact of mobile 
communications consists of: 

• Direct effects: the value add 
and employment created by the 
mnos themselves;

• Indirect effects: the value add 
and employment created by 
other parties in the value chain; 
and

• Multiplier effects: the knock-on 
impact of the direct and indirect 
effects on the rest of the economy.

It is estimated that the supply-side 
value-add impact of the mobile 
communications industry in  
myanmar will be usd 2.24 billion in 
year 26. this is initially from mnos 
investment in network deployment. 
figure 3, page 7, shows a break-
down of the supply side impact. 

figure 4, page 7, illustrates the 
value add chain associated with 
mobile services in myanmar in year 
2. this figure includes expected 
revenues directly generated by mo-
bile customers for mobile services 
and handsets and the value-add 

Figure 2: Contribution to employment from the mobile value chain in Year 2

Employment Impact
Number of  
employees

Number of employees 
including multiplier

Mobile network operators 5,700 5,700

Fixed telecommunications operators 16,480 23,072

Network equipment suppliers 300 420

Handset dealer 170 238

Other suppliers of capital items 5,560 7,784

Suppliers of support services Network OPEX 1,740 2,436

Airtime and SIM commission – Wholesalers 1,720 2,408

Airtime and SIM commission – Retailers 34,340 48,076

Total 66,010 90,134

source: operator data and deloitte analysis on average wage rates,  
based on a medium penetration scenario5. differences are due to rounding.
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Figure 4: Supply side value add from mobile communications by component, US$ billions
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created at each of the point of the 
value chain. 

demand-side impact: 
IncrEasEs In productIVIty 

the mobile market in myanmar is 
unique in comparison with mobile 
markets internationally as there is 
little network development, very 
low levels of penetration, and no 
competition. with the introduction 
of competition into the market, 
productivity improvements are 
expected be made as a result of 
access to mobile communications 
by workers. 

the impact of mobile communica-
tions on the productivity of work-
ers is envisaged to occur through 
a number of channels. a review 
of available literature suggests, 
that the most important effects 
are usually improvements in the 
information flows between buyers 
and sellers, reductions in travelling 
time, and more flexible work and 
accessibility to areas of the coun-
try. for example, in the agriculture 
sector, workers can be quickly 
notified about changes in demand 
or prices, so that they can amend 
their growing and harvest plans  
accordingly. mobile phones also 
encourage the growth of small 
business and increase 

Figure 3: Supply side value add from mobile communications by component, USD billions

source: deloitte analysis of medium penetration scenario

Figure 4: Mobile value chain and value add in Myanmar, in Years 0-3, USD billions

source: deloitte analysis, values in brackets represent medium penetration scenario value add.
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their efficiency. International stud-
ies have shown that the use of 
mobile communications increases 
entrepreneur activities in the mar-
ket and provides the foundation for 
new businesses to develop7. 

the effects described above con-
tribute to enhance general eco-
nomic productivity and therefore 
have an impact on the economic 
performance of a country.

to quantify these effects, the pro-
portion of workers that use mobile 
phones for business purposes has 
been estimated. the economic 
value concept indicates that, if mo-
bile workers in myanmar achieved 
a ten percent increase on their pro-
ductivity as a result of using mobile 
phones, the potential productivity 
impact of mobile services on the 
economy in year 2 could be usd 
1.3 billion.

demand side impact:
IntangIblE bEnEfIts

mobile communications provide 
a number of intangible benefits to 
consumers. these include:

• strengthened social engage-
ment and connection; 

• Extension of communications 
to users with low education, 
literacy and income;

• stimulation of local healthcare 
and education content; and

• assistance in disaster relief.

the intangible consumer benefits 
are estimated using a willingness 
to pay analysis. this combines data 
on usage increases and price de-
creases over the years. while intan-
gible consumer benefits cannot be 
accurately quantified, a willingness 
to pay analysis that combines es-
timated usage increases and price 
decreases over the three years, can 
be applied to estimate how  
consumer benefits will increase 
over time. 

If it is assumed that the intangible 
benefits of owning a mobilephone 
are unchanged over time, then the 
value for this form of consumer 
surplus can be considered to be 

the difference between arpu at 
the time of subscription and arpu 
today (which is likely to be less 
due to increased competition and 
other factors). results are shown in 
figure 5.

mobile and future economic 
growth
academic research suggests 
that, over the longer term, mobile 
communications has a significant 
impact on economic growth rates. 
It has been suggested that this ef-
fect is particularly strong in devel-
oping countries. Ericsson studies 
show that on average a ten percent 
increase in penetration rate results 
in a one percent increase in gdp8.  

Figure 5: Intangible benefits using willingness to pay concept, USD billions

source: deloitte analysis based on a 35% mobile penetration level in year 2.
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Source: Deloitte analysis based on a 35% mobile penetration level in year 2 

Mobile and future economic growth 
 
Academic research suggests that in the longer term mobile communications have a significant impact on economic growth 
rates. It has been suggested that this effect is particularly strong in developing countries. A recent Deloitte study has 

indicated that for each 10% increase in penetration levels there is a subsequent 1.2% increase in economic growth.5   

 

                                                           
5 Deloitte (2006). “Global Mobile Tax Review 2006-2007” on behalf of the GSM Association.  
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7. for example public call offices (pcos) were  
 established in bangladesh to provide mobile,  
 particularly smartphone, access to business  
 and individuals who could not afford to own  
 a mobile phone.

8. Ericsson, arthur d. little and chalmers university 
 of technology, 2011, “need for speed”. 
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this report 
• was commissioned by Ericsson 

to examine the potential for 
mobile communications to 
contribute to economic growth 
and development in myanmar. 
It considers the potential social 
and economic impacts for  
myanmar in light of the innova-
tion power and development 
opportunities mobile communi-
cations presents.

• provides an analysis of the im-
pact that mobile communication 
may have in myanmar follow-
ing the issuance of additional 
mobile licences. 

• summarises the detailed 
analysis contained in a series 
of annexes and is based on 
discussions and data provided 
by Ericsson and on discussions 
undertaken with other stake-
holders. additional data has 
been taken from publicly avail-
able sources that are referenced 
in this report or annexes. 

mobile communications in 
myanmar
In 2012 myanmar’s post and 
telecommunications department 
announced the introduction of a 
telecommunications law, which 
creates four new telecommuni-
cations licences in myanmar10. 
It is expected that the post and 

the report:

The potential economic  
impact of mobile  
communications in Myanmar
deloitte and gsma studies have shown that mobile communications have been proven to 
contribute to positive economic development in numerous countries, ranging from 2.3 percent to 
7.5 percent increase in gdp. Ericsson studies also show that on average a ten percent increase in 
penetration rate results in a one percent increase in gdp9. see figure 7 on page 10. 

telecommunications department 
will be divided into two units, each 
with their own licence, with one 
of these licensees taking over the 
operation of the existing network. 
It is also expected the third licence 
will be owned by the military and 
the final licence will be available to 
a privately owned operator. all li-
censees will be able to partner with 
foreign investors, in a move away 
from previous legislation. 

the license issuance structure 
is key to future development of 
mobile communications in myan-
mar and the related growth of the 
economy. It is not anticipated that 
telecommunications operators 
who acquire these licences will be 
charged a licence fee, however, it 
is expected that network cover-
age and penetration conditions will 
apply. according to government 

sources, it is predicted that govern-
ment network coverage require-
ments for 2g will be 75 percent of 
myanmar’s population by 2014 and 
40 percent of the population for 3g 
over the same period. It is also ex-
pected the government will require, 
through licence conditions, market 
penetration of 50 percent by 2014. 

Ericsson also predicts that the gov-
ernment will focus on 3g deploy-
ment and ltE in the future, as this 
will become a replacement for fixed 
communications. as a result smart-
phone use will grow rapidly once 
these networks are deployed. 

the introduction of new licences 
and the subsequent investment 
required by mobile operators to 
reach coverage targets will be the 
drivers behind penetration growth. 
current penetration in myanmar is 

Figure 6: Mobile penetration levels in South Eastern Asia, Q2, 2012

source: wireless intelligence

9. Ericsson, arthur d. little and chalmers university 
 of technology, 2011, “need for speed”. 

10. note that at the time of printing, this scenario  
 could be subject to change.
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the economic contribution of mobile 
communications to the economy
mobile communication in myanmar 
is expected to generate significant 
economic impacts through effects 
on the supply side of the economy, 
employment, increases in pro-
ductivity and benefits gained by 
consumers in myanmar.

In addition to the mobile network 

operators (mnos), the mobile  
communications ecosystem in  
myanmar is expected to be formed 
by players such as equipment  
providers, typically international 
equipment manufacturers with  
offices in myanmar, such as  
Ericsson, and providers of other 
network services such as instal-
lation and maintenance; handset 
importers and distributors; airtime 
distributors and sellers, which 
include a host of retail points 
throughout the country; and suppli-
ers of other services to mnos such 
as advertising, accounting and 
other support services. see figure 
8, above.

this report uses three penetration 
scenarios to inform forecasts of 
the economic impact of the mobile 
industry. both in terms of the direct 
and indirect effects on the supply 
side of the myanmar economy by 
the mnos and by players in the 
wider mobile ecosystem, and of  
direct and indirect employment 
from companies in the ecosystem. 

Each scenario models the impact 
of various penetration rates on 
mobile communication in  
myanmar. scenario 1 shows the 
impact of low penetration (412-20 
percent over the three years since 
licences were introduced), scenario 
2 models medium penetration 
(4-35 percent over the three years) 
and scenario 3 shows the impact 

Figure 8: Mobile communications ecosystem in MyanmarFigure 7: Benefit of mobile communications as a percent of GDP

11. these figures are based on an exchange rate  
 of usd1 to K 875. 

12. 4 percent penetration is assumed based on  
 industry reports (including the nomura asia  
 telecoms report, myanmar – an untapped telco  
 market, 14 march 2012) and discussions with  
 Ericsson. 13. K 875 is equal to usd1. 

Mobile operators

Network equipment suppliers 
• Local infrastructure  suppliers 

and providers of maintenance 
• Suppliers with local offices  

Fixed line 
operator 

Suppliers of 
support services!

•  Legal services!
•  Advertising!
•  Accounting 

services 

Other suppliers of 
capital items  

•  Computer equipment 
•  Motor vehicles 
•  Furniture and other 

 office equipment 
Airtime and handset retailers!

•  Wholesalers 
•  Operator exclusive retailers 
•  Non exclusive retail points such 

 as supermarkets, technology stores 

Handset importers and dealers  
• The number of handset 

importers and dealers will 
increase as mobile 
penetration does 

less than four percent, 96 percent 
lower than the average penetration 
of countries in south Eastern asia. 
figure 6, page 9, shows the mobile 
penetration levels in south Eastern 
asia as of Quarter 2, 2012.

under a medium penetration sce-
nario it is estimated that penetra-
tion levels will rise to 35 percent 
within three years of licences being 
issued. within this scenario min-
utes of use are assumed to rise 20 
percent from 3,4 in year 0 to 4,1 in 
year 1 and 30 percent to 5,3 in year 
2 as prices fall 20 percent from 
usd 0.10 to usd 0.08 in year 1 and 
40 percent to usd 0.0511 in year 2. 

this report suggests, that as the 
mobile networks are rolled out, this 
will bring about increased employ-
ment, taxation revenues and social 
benefits to those that now have 
access to mobile communications, 
similar to the mobile revolution 
that has transpired in numerous 
other countries, see figure 7. these 
significant benefits of mobile com-
munications are discussed in the 
remainder of this report.

of high penetration  
((3-4)-50 percent). 

this report also discusses the 
potential productivity increases, 
for each scenario, resulting from 
mobile workers using their phones 
for business purposes and the 
social benefits enjoyed by consum-
ers as a result of access to mobile 
services.

supply sIdE Impact

It is expected that mnos provide 
numerous benefits to the supply 
side of the myanmar economy 
through the direct effect of their  
expenditure. these benefits are 
then transmitted to related indus-
tries in the mobile ecosystem and 
more widely across the economy. 

It is envisaged that in the first 
three years of new licences being 
granted and under the medium 
penetration scenario, the sup-
ply side impact to the myanmar 
economy13 will be usd 2.24 billion 
in year 2, see figure 9, page 11. 
this is initially from network invest-
ment to construct modern mobile 
networks. as mobile penetration 
is currently less than 4 percent in 
myanmar, it is assumed that very 
limited network infrastructure ex-
ists. therefore significant capital 
investments will be required in or-
der for mnos to reach government 
network and penetration targets. 
as a result of the required invest-
ment, non-network capEx will also 
be significant as mnos procure 
accommodation and facilities. over 
the first three years the supply side 

source: deloitte source: deloitte 
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Figure 8: Mobile communications ecosystem in Myanmar Figure 4: Mobile value chain and value add in Myanmar,  
in Years 0-3, USD billions

Figure 3: Supply side value add from mobile communications by 
component, USD billions

impacts of mobile communica-
tions on the myanmar economy are 
expected to be significant. then, 
as networks launch, benefits also 
accrue from expenditure on wages 
and utility companies.

to calculate the value add that 
could be generated by the indus-
try, the value add created by the 
mobile communications industry 
was estimated. this consists of the 
value created by mnos’ expendi-
ture on wages, dividends paid by 
mnos and taxes recovered as a 
result of the mnos’ operations and 
corporate and social responsibility 
(‘csr’) programmes14.

In addition, the indirect impacts 
from mnos expenditure to par-
ties in the wider mobile ecosystem 
have been estimated, i.e. what 
percentage of any amount spent 
by the end users remains within the 
national boundaries to be spent 
in the next round. finally, a spend 
multiplier was applied to capture 
the effects on the wider economy.

In the three years from licences be-
ing issued, mnos in myanmar are 
estimated to provide a total direct 
contribution of usd 0.96 billion 
to the country’s economy under a 
medium penetration scenario, while 
the indirect impacts are forecast to 
amount to usd 2.11 billion, with a 
multiplier effect of usd 1.23 billion, 
see figure 3, above. 

the value add relationship between 
the mnos and related industries in 

the ecosystem is shown in figure 
4, above. the estimates of value 
add include the multiplier effect 
on the wider economy which is 
assumed to be 40 percent of the 
revenues generated directly by 
the mnos and the related supply 
chain, see figure 4, above.

the overall estimated impact gen-
erated by the mobile communica-
tion ecosystem is estimated to be 
1.5-7.4 percent of gross domestic 
product (gdp) over the first three 
years of operations under  
a medium penetration scenario15.  

see figure 12, above. 

Figure 9: Supply side value add of mobile communications in Myanmar, USD billions 

source: deloitte analysis of medium penetration scenario.

source: deloitte analysis, values in brackets represent  
medium penetration scenario value add.

14. csr include expenditure on charitable  
 donations as well as operator run programmes  
 in areas such as education and health.

15. this figure represents the impact of mobile  
 communication as a percentage of the current  
 gdp in myanmar in year 0 and the forecasted  
 gdp for years 1 and 2..
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Figure 12: Benefit of mobile communications as a % of GDP

Scenario Year 0 Year 1 Year 2

Low penetration 1.55% 3.79% 5.81%

Medium penetration 1.55% 4.39% 7.38%

High penetration 1.55% 5.15% 9.06%

source: deloitte

source: deloitte analysis of medium penetration scenario
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Impact on EmploymEnt

mobile services in myanmar will 
contribute to employment in 
several ways, including; direct 
employment of the mnos, the 
employment in the related indus-
tries described above, the support 
employment created by outsourced 
work and taxes that the govern-
ment subsequently spends on 
employment generating activities. 
additional induced employment is 
created by employees and ben-
eficiaries spending their earnings, 
thereby creating more employment. 

while many services related to mo-
bile communications (such as radio 
and network equipment, handsets 
and smartphones) are designed 
and produced abroad. Interna-

tional providers are beginning to 
recognise the importance of the 
myanmar market and are establish-
ing offices and operations in the 
country, including Ericsson, who 
has had a local office in myanmar 
as of June 1, 2012. 

It is estimated that the mobile com-
munication industry will employ 
approximately 66,000 full time 
employees (ftEs) in myanmar.  
a further 24,000 ftEs are  
estimated to be generated in the  
wider economy as a result of the 
interactions with the mnos.  
see figure 13, below.

while mno employment is  
expected to be significant, the 
wider mobile ecosystem employed 

almost 60,000 additional ftEs. 
of these, it is expected that over 
30,000 will be airtime dealers and 
retailers operating from supermar-
kets, technology stores and smaller 
independent points of sale. 

dEmand sIdE Impacts

In addition to benefits of the supply 
side of the economy, mobile com-
munications generates potential 
productivity increases through the 
use of mobile communications for 
business purposes. 

based on analysis from other 
countries, the following potential 
business possibilities for mobile 
communications have been  
identified:

• Improved efficiency of agricul-
tural production and distribu-
tion of food supplies. see case 
study, page 14.

• underserved groups like refu-
gees present an opportunity 
to reach new users, see case 
study page 14.

• the ability of individuals and 
businesses to make payments16 
easily, the removal of require-
ments for large sums of cash 
and decreasing the need for 
travelling to urban banking cen-
tres. see case study, page 14.

Figure 13: Employment generated by the mobile communications ecosystem, FTEs
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while these productivity impacts 
cannot be accurately quantified, an 
economic value approach can be 
employed to provide a high level 
estimation of potential productivity 
benefits. this indicates that, if mo-
bile workers in myanmar achieved 
a ten percent increase on their pro-
ductivity as a result of using mobile 
phones, the potential productivity 
impact of mobile services on the 
economy could be up to usd 1.3 
billion in year 2. see figure 14.

socIal Impacts

mobile communications also pro-
vide a number of intangible ben-
efits to consumers. these include 
the development of interpersonal 
and family communications, the 
promotion of social cohesion, a 
reduction in isolation for those in 
rural areas, the increase in the use 
of social networks and support 
services, the extension of commu-
nications to those on low incomes 
and assistance in disaster relief. 

society also benefit through 
programmes undertaken by the 
mnos, which include health and 
education programmes. 

• mhealth enables greater access 
to specialists and targeted train-
ing for health workers in remote 
areas, faster emergency re-
sponse times, and more access 
follow up consultation and care. 
see case study, page 14.

• mobile education programmes 
benefit communities, as they are 
a usable low cost alternative to 
education systems, which may 
not extend to rural areas. mEdu-
cation allows community teach-
ers to adapt curriculums to suit 
each class, enables information 
to be sent via mobile broadband 
to students and allows students 
to access training content any-
where, anytime. see case study, 
page 14.

while such intangible consumer 
benefits cannot be accurately 
quantified, a willingness to pay 
analysis that combines data on us-
age increases and price decreases 
over the years can be employed to 
estimate how consumer benefits 
may increase over the three years 
since licences were issued. this 
approach suggests that consumers 
will potentially enjoy the equivalent 
of up to usd 0.74 billion in intangi-
ble benefits in year 2.

Figure 14: Potential economic impact in Year 2 of increased productivity amongst  
high mobility workers

source: deloitte analysis based on deloitte assumptions and Ericsson interview.  
based on a medium penetration scenario.
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Case study: see app. a 
mobile information project, chile, 

this programme delivers targeted 
agricultural information , sourced 
from the internet, directly to 
farmers via mobile phones. this 
programme organises content into 
news feeds and then sends that 
information to farmers via sms. 
training session are held for farm-
ers to teach them how to use mo-
bile devices and once signed onto 
the programme farmers receive 
weather, pricing, news and market-
ing information which informs farm-
ing decisions. 

Case study: see app. b 
connect to learn 

connect to learn is a collaborative 
effort between Ericsson, the Earth 
Institute at columbia university 
and millennium promise that lever-
ages the power of Ict to bring a 
high quality education to students 
everywhere. the initiative is based 
on the use of connectivity to imple-
ment low-cost and user-friendly 
Ict for schools through mobile 
broadband and cloud computing, 
enable access for students and 
teachers to world-class information 
and educational resources, and 
connect schools to other schools 
around the world to foster col-
laborative learning, cross-cultural 
understanding, and global aware-
ness.

Case study: see app. a 
refugees united

refugees united’s refugee recon-
nection program aims to help 
people that have been forcibly 
displaced worldwide and strug-
gle to learn the whereabouts of 
separated family members and 
loved ones. Ericsson joined ngo 
refuges united, the unhcr and 
african mobile operators mtn and 
safaricom to develop and deploy 
a mobile phone application to help 
refugees anonymously find missing 
family.  the mobile service uses 
sms messaging wap browsing 
and android to suit both low and 
high bandwidth users and currently 
available in arabic, English, french, 
somali and swahili. by end of 2012 
180.000 users of more than 80 
nationalities were registered and 
approximately 100 families recon-
nected. together we aim to register 
some 1 million refugees on the 
platform by 2015.

Case study: see app. a 
m-pesa, Kenya

this is a mobile banking platform 
where users’ phone numbers are 
linked to an individual electronic 
money account and accessed via 
a sIm card-resident application 
installed on the phone. 

 m-pesa allows users to:

– deposit and withdraw money  
 from a network of licensed  
 providers, including airtime  
 resellers and atms;

– transfers can also be made  
 between registered users and  
 non-users of m-pEsa;

– purchase goods;

– receive salaries and government 
 aid;

– pay bills; and 

– purchase mobile airtime.

mobile payments will enable ac-
cess to credit for people who have 
never had that. these types of 
solutions could be highly relevant 
in myanmar, a predominantly cash 
based economy. this will enable 
small business development to 
prosper, etc. Ericsson aims to 
deploy its m-commerce solution in 
myanmar.

Case study: see app. b 
childcount+ 

childcount+ is a mhealth platform 
developed by the millennium  
Villages project aimed at empower-
ing communities to improve child 
survival and maternal health. child-
count+ uses sms text messages to 
facilitate and coordinate the  
activities of community based 
health care providers, usually com-
munity health care workers (chws). 
using any standard phone, chws 
are able to use text messages to 
register patients and report their 
health status to a central web 
dashboard that provides a real-time 
view of the health of a community. 
powerful messaging features help 
facilitate communications between 
the members of the health system 
and an automated alert system 
helps reduce gaps in treatment.
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forecasting the growth of the 
mobile sector in myanmar
as licences have not yet been is-
sued in myanmar, and information 
on the limited existing network is 
scarce, forecasts are required to in-
form the potential impact of mobile 
in myanmar. these forecasts take 
into account information provided 
by Ericsson, including likely net-
work investments and employment, 
international benchmarks and  
assumptions based on previous 
studies in similar countries. these 
forecasts, made over the three 
years from licences are being 
issued, provided the basis from 
which the economic impact can be 
assessed. as information becomes 
available this analysis can be 
updated to reflect the new environ-
ment. 

the report is assumes that four 
telecommunications licensees will 
provide mobile services in myan-
mar. as noted earlier, the scenarios 
presented in this report are in line 
with earlier findings and experi-
ence of both Ericsson and deloitte. 
however, a caveat should be added 
that consumer uptake is heavily 
dependent on a) network coverage 
build out, and, b) pricing strategies 
deployed by operators. as is the 
case in other markets, regulators 
may choose to implement direc-
tives concerning both prices and 
coverage areas. 

according to government sources, 
the government will require all li-

censees to provide 2g coverage to 
75 percent of myanmar’s popula-
tion by 2014 and 3g coverage to 
40 percent over the same period, 
as part of licence terms and condi-
tions. these conditions are also 
likely to include a market penetra-
tion target of 50 percent by 2014.

the limited existing infrastruc-
ture will require mobile operators 
to build out extensive individual 
networks, thereby considerably in-
creasing competition in the mobile 
market. greater consumer choice 
and far more widespread mobile 
coverage will lead to falling mobile 
prices and a rise in minutes of use 
per subscriber per year.  

as this analysis provides a forward 
looking view of the mobile market 
in myanmar assumptions have 
been made where information is 
not yet available. these include 
penetration rates, prices and us-
age. this analysis have used three 
penetration scenarios. current 
penetration rates have been used 
in year 0 for each scenario. the 
official government target of 50 
percent penetration is used for year 
2 in the high penetration scenario. 
low and medium penetration 
scenarios sit between existing 
penetration and the government 
objective. public information on 
current minutes of use and tariffs is 
limited; therefore these have been 

appendix a 
Methodology to determine 
the economic impact of  
mobile communications 
in Myanmar 
mobile communications in myanmar has the potential to generate significant economic activity 
through effects on the supply side of the economy, employment, increases in productivity and 
benefits gained by consumers. this section describes the methodology for forecasting these 
impacts.

Figure 8: Mobile communications ecosystem in Myanmar
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based on cambodia, a neighbour-
ing country with publically available 
information. as the mobile market 
in cambodia has been competitive 
for a number of years the price per 
minute used in this analysis has 
been reduced to usd 0.10 in year 0 
and usd 0.08 in year 1 but is in line 
with current prices in cambodia by 
year 2 (usd 0.05). 

the price of a text is related to the 
price per minute, in that it repre-
sents three quarters of the price 
per minute, usd 0.08 in year 0. 
as a result the price per text also 
decreases over time to reach a rate 
which reflects the impacts of com-
petition in the market, usd 0.06 in 
year 1 and usd 0.04 in year 2.

the decrease in price year on year 
causes an increase in the demand 
for minutes of use and text mes-
sages, due to the elasticity of 
demand effect. as a result of this 
the average minutes of use of texts 
per subscriber per year will in-
crease from 3,4 in year 0 to 4,1 and 
5,3 in years 1 and 2 respectively. In 
addition, the number of texts per 
subscriber per year, will increase 
across the three years since li-
cences are introduced at the same 
rate; from 50 in year 0 to 60 and 78 
in years 1 and 2 respectively.

typical network investments 
forecasts have been provided by 
Ericsson, however estimates of site 
and network sharing are limited 
and may only become relevant as 
the networks extend to low density 
areas. 

once these forecasts have been 
validated, to the extent to which 
they can be, they are used to in-
form the following analysis. 

approach to forecasting  
the economic impact
once forecasts had been devel-
oped around the growth of the 
mobile sector in myanmar over the 
3 year period following new licens-
ing, it was possible to use these 
forecasts to estimate the potential 
economic impact of this sector 
growth. 

the economic impact of mobile 
communications in myanmar was 
forecasted by accounting for the 
impact of the wider mobile eco-

system on the supply side of the 
myanmar economy. the analysis 
focussed on the flow of funds 
across the mobile supply chain, by 
estimating the value add that could 
be created by the mnos and their 
major stakeholders. an economic 
multiplier was used in order to 
capture the ‘knock-on’ impact to 
the wider economy. Impacts on direct 
and indirect employment from  
companies in the value chain were 
also estimated.

In addition, other potential benefits 
were identified by analysing the 
benefits that accrued in countries 
similar to myanmar. these benefits 
included the potential productivity 
increase that might occur through 
the use of mobile communications 
for business purposes, as well as 
the intangible and social benefits 
potentially enjoyed by consumers 

in myanmar, see figure 15. the 
deployment of mobile networks 
in myanmar, may also encour-
age foreign direct investments 
in infrastructure such as airports 
and roads, as investors feel more 
secure in the economy and an in-
crease in regional and international 
tourism. however, these have not 
been quantified in the report. 

this analysis was undertaken  
using publicly available statistics, 
data provided from Ericsson and  
a review of benchmarks, see fig-
ures 34-35, page 32. by combin-
ing supply side and demand side 
analyses, it is possible to estimate 
the gdp contribution; employ-
ment created and tax revenues that 
might be generated in myanmar in 
the first three following the launch 
of new network years operators. 

Figure 15: Structure of the analysis of economic impact on GDP and employment

The economic impact potential of mobile telephony in Myanmar 2 November 20122 November 201230 October 201229 October 2012 
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Figure 149: Structure of the analysis of economic impact on GDP and employment 
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This analysis was undertaken using publicly available statistics, data provided from Ericsson and a 
review of benchmarks. By combining supply side and demand side analyses, it is possible to 
estimate the GDP contribution; employment created and tax revenues that might be generated in 
Myanmar in the first three following the launch of new network operators.   

A.3 Benefits to the supply side of the economy 
MNOs are expected to provide numerous benefits to the supply side of the economy in Myanmar 
through the direct effect of their expenditure, and these benefits are indirectly carried through to the 
related industries MNOs operate with and, more widely, to the Myanmar economy.  

As shown in Figure 15Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10, in addition to MNOs, the mobile 
communication market ecosystem is expected to be  formed by players such as equipment 
providers, typically international equipment producers with offices in Myanmar, and providers of 
other network services such as installation and maintenance; handset importers and distributors; 
airtime distributors and sellers, which include a host of retail points throughout the country; and 
suppliers of other services to MNOs such as advertising, accounting and other support services.  
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benefits to the supply side of the 
economy
mnos are expected to provide 
numerous benefits to the supply 
side of the economy in myanmar 
through the direct effect of their 
expenditure, and these benefits are 
indirectly carried through to the re-
lated industries mnos operate with 
and, more widely, to the myanmar 
economy. 

as shown in figure 8, page 16, 
in addition to mnos, the mobile 
communication market ecosystem 
is expected to be formed by play-
ers such as equipment providers, 
typically international equipment 
producers with offices in myanmar, 
and providers of other network 
services such as installation and 
maintenance; handset importers 
and distributors; airtime distribu-
tors and sellers, which include a 
host of retail points throughout the 
country; and suppliers of other ser-
vices to mnos such as advertis-
ing, accounting and other support 
services.

to calculate the potential value 
add generated by the industry, 
firstly the value add created by the 
mobile communications industry 
was estimated. this consists of the 
value created by mnos’ expendi-
ture on wages, dividends paid by 
mnos and taxes recovered as a 
result of the mnos’ operations and 
corporate and social responsibility 
(‘csr’) programmes17. 

In addition, the ‘leakages’ from the 
system have been estimated, i.e. 
what percentage of any amount 
spent by the end users remains 
within the national boundaries to 
be spent in the next round. this 
was used to isolate the impact on 
the myanmar economy from the 
total international impact of the 
myanmar mobile communications 
industry. 

In the first year of operations, un-
der each penetration scenario, it is 
estimated that mnos in myanmar 
could provide a direct contribution 
of usd 0.05 billion. the breakdown 
by category is provided in figures 
16-18.

source: deloitte analysis

Figure 16: Domestic value add of MNOs (excluding multiplier effect),  
based on low penetration scenario USD billions

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Employee wages and benefits 0.009 0.014 0.014

Contractors wages 0 0 0

Taxes and regulatory fees 0.04 0.19 0.31

CSR 0.001 0.009 0.015

Dividends 0 0 0

Total 0.05 0.21 0.34

Figure 17: Domestic value add of MNOs (excluding multiplier effect),  
based on medium penetration scenario, USD billions

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Employee wages and benefits 0.009 0.014 0.014

Contractors wages 0 0 0

Taxes and regulatory fees 0.04 0.31 0.53

CSR 0.001 0.014 0.025

Dividends 0 0 0

Total 0.05 0.34 0.57

Figure 18: Domestic value add of MNOs (excluding multiplier effect),  
based on high penetration scenario, USD billions

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Employee wages and benefits 0.009 0.014 0.014

Contractors wages 0 0 0

Taxes and regulatory fees 0.04 0.45 0.75

CSR 0.001 0.022 0.036

Dividends 0 0 0

Total 0.05 0.49 0.80

the domestic value add of the 
mnos will be high in the first three 
years as this is the period where 
network investments will be most 
significant. as it is assumed, very 
little network infrastructure ex-
ists in myanmar. mnos will need 
to build a considerable amount of 
their network quickly in order to 
meet penetration targets issued by 
the government. as a result, mno 
value add in these three years, 
will be higher than what is seen in 
similar studies where the networks 
are operational.

In conjunction with the network 
investment required, mnos will 
also require a sizeable investment 
in non network capital, for exam-
ple the procurement of office and 

site premises, office equipment 
such as computers and furniture 
and company vehicles. this initial 
outlay will also increase the level 
of domestic value add provided by 
mnos above, which is seen from 
established operators.

as these networks are built ben-
efits will also accumulate over time 
from mno expenditure on em-
ployee wages and payments made 
to service providers, such as utility 
providers and It specialists.

the value add relationship that is 
expected to be created between 
the mnos and the players in the 
mobile ecosystem, such as equip-
ment importers, producers and 
providers of network support  

17. csr include expenditure on charitable  
 donations as well as operator run programmes  
 in areas such as education and health.
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services, handset dealers, retailers 
of airtime, handsets and other pro-
viders of general support services, 
was then examined. revenue flows 
from the mnos to other players in 
the industry were then calculated 
and the resulting quantity trans-
lated into further value add18.  

the estimates of value add include 
the multiplier effect on the wider 
economy, which is assumed to be 
40 percent of the revenues gener-
ated directly by the mnos and the 
related value chain19.the result of 
this calculation, under a medium 
penetration scenario, is shown in 
figure 4.

the figures next to the arrows 
in figure 4 represent the flow of 
money from one group to another. 
a first set of arrow shows how the 
money flows in first place from end 
users to the mnos and to their 
major stakeholders. a second set 
of arrows shows how a part of the 
revenues collected by the mnos 
subsequently flows to their major 
providers of services. the figures 
inside the boxes represent the val-
ue add generated by each group (in 
the form of taxes, wages, dividends 
and csr). finally, the two boxes 
indicate respectively the multiplier 
effect (the value add generated 
in the wider economy through 
subsequent rounds of spend-
ing) and the tax revenue collected 
by the government as a result of 
the transactions described. the 
amounts shown inside each square 
relate solely to domestic flows and 
domestic value add.

the figures 19-21, page 19, indi-
cate the calculation of the value 
add that could be generated by the 
four mnos and by each of the ma-
jor actors in the myanmar telecom-
munication industry as a result of 
their transactions with the mnos20. 

the direct impact refers to the 
value add generated directly by 

Figure 4: Mobile value chain and value add in Myanmar in 2011, USD billions

source: deloitte analysis of medium penetration scenario.
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the mnos themselves. the indirect 
impact refers to the value add gen-
erated by their major stakeholders, 
while the multiplier effect refers to 
the impact on the wider economy, 
generated by further rounds of 
money flows. 

the direct impact figures are con-
siderable over the first three years 
as little to no network is currently 
operational in myanmar, therefore 
each licensee will need to invest 
significantly in networks roll out 
and deployment, particularly to 
meet government imposed licence 
conditions. while some aspects 
of the network may be shared 
between operators to increase 
efficient investment, the extent to 
which this will be undertaken is 
expected to be limited in the first 

22. the first effect is obtained directly from  
 mnos. the support and induced  
 employment is estimated using a multiplier of  
 1.4. for mnos, no multiplier was applied as  
 the majority of induced employment will be  
 captured by the first round flows.

20 figures 19-21. the second column of the table  
 reports the revenues that each player receives 
 from final users and from the mnos. the third  
 column contains only the portion of these  
 revenues that is estimated to remain within  
 myanmar. these domestic revenues are then  
 split (column 4 and 5) into domestic costs  
 (i.e. the general costs of business that are  
 sustained by each player) and domestic value  
 add (i.e. wages, taxes, dividends and csr  
 programs). finally, the last column indicates  
 the total domestic value add, which represents  
 the value add produced not only by the mnos  
 and their stakeholders, but also by the  
 subsequent rounds of money flows in the  
 economy.

21. from discussions with Ericsson

18. details on value add margins and the  
 percentage of revenue translated into value  
 add are contained in page 34.

19. the value of multiplier chosen for myanmar is  
 discussed in page 32.

three years as operators roll out 
networks in more densely popu-
lated areas21. 

impact on employment
mobile services in myanmar will 
contribute to employment in sev-
eral ways, including direct employ-
ment by the mnos, the employ-
ment in the related industries 
described in figure 4, the support 
employment created by outsourced 
work and taxes that the govern-
ment subsequently spends on 
employment generating activities. It 
also includes the induced employ-
ment resulting from the above em-
ployees and beneficiaries spending 
their earnings and creating more 
employment22. 

while many products related to 
mobile communication, (such as 
network roll out services, radio and 
network equipment, handsets and 
smartphones) are designed and 
produced abroad, international 
providers are beginning to estab-
lish offices and operations in myan-
mar, recognising the importance 
of the domestic mobile market, for 
example Ericsson has established 
a local office in myanmar. however, 
current foreign ownership restric-
tions mean international points of 
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Figure 20: Calculation of value add from mobile communications in Myanmar in Year 2, USD billions.  
Analysis of medium penetration scenario. Differences are due to rounding.

Figure 21: Calculation of value add from mobile communications in Myanmar in Year 2, USD billions.  
Analysis of high penetration scenario. Differences are due to rounding.

source: deloitte

Domestic value add in Year 2 Total revenue Domestic revenue Domestic cost Domestic value add Domestic value add 
with multiplier

MNOs 5.1 5.1 4.5 0.6 0.8

Fixed telecom operators 0.16 0.16 0.09 0.07 0.09

Network equipment and network  
services suppliers

0.40 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.11

Handset importers and dealers 0.16 0.14 0.04 0.11 0.15

Other suppliers of capital items 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04

Suppliers of support services 0.63 0.63 0.23 0.4 0.56

Airtime wholesalers and retailers 0.82 0.82 0.46 0.35 0.5

Total 7.3 7.0 5.4 1.6 2.2

Domestic value add in Year 2 Total revenue Domestic revenue Domestic cost Domestic value add Domestic value add 
with multiplier

MNOs 7.3 7.3 6.5 0.8 1.1

Fixed telecom operators 0.22 0.22 0.13 0.09 0.13

Network equipment and network  
services suppliers

0.40 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.11

Handset importers and dealers 0.22 0.20 0.05 0.15 0.21

Other suppliers of capital items 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04

Suppliers of support services 0.63 0.63 0.23 0.40 0.56

Airtime wholesalers and retailers 1.17 1.17 0.66 0.51 0.71

Total 10 9.7 7.6 2.0 2.9

Figure 19: Calculation of value add from mobile communications in Myanmar in Year 2, USD billions.  
Analysis based on low penetration scenario.

Domestic value add in Year 2 Total revenue Domestic revenue Domestic cost Domestic value add Domestic value add 
with multiplier

MNOs 2.9 2.9 2.6 0.3 0.5

Fixed telecom operators 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.05

Network equipment and network  
services suppliers

0.40 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.11

Handset importers and dealers 0.09 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.08

Other suppliers of capital items 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04

Suppliers of support services 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6

Airtime wholesalers and retailers 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3

Total 4.7 4.3 3.2 1.1 1.6

try will employ nearly 66,000 ftEs 
in myanmar, as shown in figure 22, 
page 20. a further 24,000 ftEs will 
be generated in the wider economy 
as a result of the interactions with 
the mnos.

while, under this scenario, mnos 
will employ over 5,700 ftEs in year 
2, the wider mobile ecosystem on 
average will employ 60,000 addi-
tional ftEs. of these, over 36,000 
are the airtime dealers and retail-
ers operating from supermarkets, 
technology stores and smaller 
independent points of sale. overall, 

in myanmar, there are an estimated 
41,000 independent points of sale 
for handsets and airtime, each 
employing 1 or 2 ftEs on average. 
In addition, handset and airtime 
products are sold in banks, post 
offices, kiosks, oil stations and 
online websites: ftEs for these 
categories that do not primarily 
deal with mobile market products 
have been very conservatively ac-
counted for.

another substantial contribution 
to total employment is brought by 
the suppliers of support services 

presence are limited, although thai 
and chinese equipment suppliers 
still maintain offices in myanmar. 
additional contributors to employ-
ment include non-mno handset 
importers and dealers, wholesalers 
and retailers of airtime and other 
mobile services. only value add 
and employment that can be at-
tributed to mobile consumption in 
each scenario has been included in 
the estimations.

under a medium penetration sce-
nario it is estimated that in year 2 
the mobile communications indus-
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(e.g. consulting, advertising and 
legal services). finally, almost 300 
ftEs are expected to be involved 
in the provision of network equip-
ment and other network services: 
this category includes all major 
international equipment providers 
with local offices in myanmar (e.g. 
Ericsson, motorola and huawei) as 
well as the subcontractors involved 
in the equipment installation and 
maintenance.

value add from taxation
accurate and validated information 
on taxation in myanmar is limited. 
as a result taxation rates used in 
this analysis are based on south 
East asian benchmarks. these 
assumptions are provided in ap-
pendix c.

In year 2, mnos in myanmar will 
pay approximately usd 0.31 billion 
under scenario 1, usd 0.53 billion 
in scenario 2 and usd 0.75 billion 
in scenario 3 to the government in 
taxes and regulatory fees. the total 
amount of corporation tax, sales 
and mobile specific taxes, income 
tax paid by employees and regula-
tory fees to be paid by the industry 
are shown in the figures 23-25, 
page 21.

In the low penetration scenario in 
figure 23, page 21, tax and regula-
tory fees will represent 11 percent 
of domestic company revenues 
for mnos in year 2. the largest 
proportion of tax revenue is raised 
through Vat which accounts for 93 
percent of tax in year 2. as mnos 

are not expected to be profitable 
in the first three years no corporate 
tax is accounted for in years 0-2.

under the medium penetration sce-
nario, see figure 24, page 21, tax 
and regulatory fees will represent 
10 percent of domestic company 
revenues for mnos in year 2. the 
largest proportion of tax revenue 
is raised through Vat, which ac-
counts for 96 percent of tax in year 
2. as mnos are not expected to be 
profitable in the first three years no 
corporate tax is accounted for in 
years 0-2.

In the high penetration scenario, 
see figure 25, page 21, tax and 
regulatory fees will represent 10 
percent of domestic company 
revenues for mnos in year 2. the 
largest proportion of tax revenue 
is raised through Vat, which ac-
counts for 97 percent of tax in year 
2. as mnos are not expected to be 
profitable in the first three years no 
corporate tax is accounted for in 
years 0-2.

the breakdown of taxes paid under 
the medium scenario is illustrated 
in figure 26, page 21.

In addition to the direct tax revenue 
received from mnos, other players 
in the mobile industry value chain 
will generate another usd 0.32 
billion for the government in year 2 
under a medium penetration sce-
nario. the largest payers of tax in 
the mobile supply chain, aside from 

Figure 22: Contribution to employment from the mobile value chain, Year 2

 source: operator data and deloitte analysis on average wage rates, based on a medium penetration scenario23. 
differences are due to rounding.

Employment Impact Number of Employees Number of employees including multiplier

Mobile network operators 5,700 5,700

Fixed telecommunications operators 16,480 23,072

Network equipment suppliers 300 420

Handset dealer 170 238

Other suppliers of capital items 5,560 7,784

Suppliers of support services Network 
OPEX

1,740 2,436

Airtime and SIM commission - Wholesalers 1,720 2,408

Airtime and SIM commission -Retailers 34,340 48,076

Total 66,010 90,134

23. these figures represent only employment  
 directly created by revenue flows from the  
 mnos and do not represent total employment  
 in the whole industry for each section of the  
 value chain.

the mnos, are the handset design-
ers and dealers and the suppliers 
of support services. It is assumed 
that licence fees will not be payable 
and that corporation tax payments 
will not be made in the first three 
years of operations since there is 
assumed to be no operating profit 
during this period. the estimated 
tax revenue from each stage of the 
value chain is shown in figure 27, 
page 22.

overall benefits to the economy
the discussion above has illus-
trated the economic contribution of 
the mobile communications indus-
try in myanmar. In summary, this 
study of the economic impact of 
mobile communications in myan-
mar finds that in year 2 the mobile 
communications industry will 
contribute usd 1.6 billion in sce-
nario 1, usd 2.2 billion in scenario 
2 and usd 2.9 billion in scenario 
3 from the supply side impact. 
this represents 2.75 percent, 3.87 
percent and 4.97 percent of gdp 
respectively24.this is calculated 
as a percentage of current gdp 
for year 0 and forecasted gdp for 
years 1 and 2. this is higher than 
the impact that we have calculated 
in some other economies, due to 

24. this is the direct benefit to the economy  
 through mno expenditure and does not  
 include productivity increases and intangible  
 benefits.
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the impact of the initial high levels 
of investments required to roll out 
network and to meet expected 
coverage targets.

other potential impacts
In addition to benefits to the supply 
of the economy, mobile communi-
cation generates potential produc-
tivity increases through the use of 
mobile communication for business 
purposes as well as intangible and 
social benefits to consumers. 

Impact on productIVIty In myanmar

the mobile market in myanmar is 
unique in comparison with mobile 
markets internationally as there 
is little network development and 
penetration and no competition. 
with the introduction of competi-
tion into the market productivity 
improvements will be made as a 
result of access to mobile commu-
nications by workers. 

In developing countries mobile 
technology allows users’ real time 
communications and information 
access at prices much lower than 

Figure 24: Tax and regulatory payments in Myanmar from MNOs, USD billions.  
Analysis based on a medium penetration scenario. Differences are due to rounding.

Figure 25: Tax and regulatory payments in Myanmar from MNOs, USD billions.  
Analysis based on a high penetration scenario. Differences are due to rounding.

source: deloitte

Taxes from MNOs Rates Year 0 Year 1 Year 2

Corporation tax 29% 0 0 0

Income tax paid by employees 20% 0.002 0.003 0.003

VAT 10% 0.026 0.288 0.509

Import Taxes 5% 0.014 0.017 0.021

Licence Fee  0 0 0

Total taxes and fees  0.04 0.31 0.53

Taxes from MNOs Rates Year 0 Year 1 Year 2

Corporation tax 29% 0 0 0

Income tax paid by employees 20% 0.002 0.003 0.003

VAT 10% 0.03 0.17 0.29

Import Taxes 5% 0.01 0.02 0.02

Licence Fee  0 0 0

Total taxes and fees  0.04 0.19 0.31

Taxes from MNOs Rates Year 0 Year 1 Year 2

Corporation tax 29% 0 0 0

Income tax paid by employees 20% 0.002 0.003 0.003

VAT 10% 0.026 0.432 0.726

Import Taxes 5% 0.014 0.019 0.023

Licence Fee  0 0 0

Total taxes and fees  0.04 0.45 0.75

Figure 26: Breakdown of  Year 2 tax revenues from MNOs by source

source: deloitte analysis based a medium penetration scenario.

Figure 23: Tax and regulatory payments in Myanmar from MNOs, USD billions.  
Analysis based on a low penetration scenario. Differences are due to rounding.

traditional Ict solutions. traditional 
barriers to entry in the Ict market, 
such as literacy and connectivity, 
do not exist to the same extent in 
the mobile market and as a result 
the uptake of mobile use impacts 
significantly in the rural or underde-
veloped business market. 

International studies have shown 

96% 

4% 
 Corporation tax (< 1%)

 Income tax paid by employees (< 1%)

VAT

Import Taxes

Licence Fee (< 1%)

that the use of mobile communica-
tions increase entrepreneur activi-
ties in the market and provides the 
foundation for new businesses to 
develop. for example public call 
offices (pcos) were established 
in bangladesh to provide mobile, 
particularly smartphone, access to 
business and individuals who could 
not afford to own a mobile phone. 
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these pcos provided the mobile 
handset and a selection of differ-
ent operator sIms for consum-
ers to utilise, sIms are switched 
as consumers utilise the best on 
and off net rates available. these 
pcos offer industry, employment 
and connectivity that would not 
otherwise exist without the use of 
mobile communications. 

In addition to benefits that mobile 
services can provide to workers 
and businesses, there are numer-
ous ways in which mobile services 
may lead to productivity increases 
in myanmar. analysis from other 
countries indicates that businesses 
can achieve improved efficiency 
in agricultural production through 
the adoption of mobile technology, 
either through income generated 
or in terms of better utilisation of 
resources. mobile communications 
have demonstrated the potential 
for business to grow and develop 
through the awareness of new 
opportunities, the reduction in 
unnecessary costs and the ability 
to communicate with like organisa-
tions. the following positive  
impacts have been identified inter-
nationally:

• In chile the mobile Information 
project (mIp) organises internet 
information, including price, 
weather and news information, 
into sms messages for sub-

scribed farmers. this enables 
farmers to make decisions 
based on the most up-to-date 
relevant information available25. 
see case study, page 14.

• refugees united26 reconnection 
program gives refugees mobile 
access via wap and android 
to a platform where they can 
search for missing family mem-
bers. se case study, page 14.

• m-pesa, Kenya is a mobile 
banking platform where users 
phone numbers are linked to 
an individual electronic money 
account and access via a 
sIm card-resident application 
installed on the phone. this ap-
plication uses mobile devices to 
allow users to:

 –  deposit and withdraw money  
  from a network of licensed  
  providers, including airtime  
  resellers and atms;

 –  transfers can also be made  
  between registered users and  
  non-users of m-pEsa;

 – purchase goods;

 – receive salaries and  
  government aid;

 – pay bills; and 

 – purchase mobile airtime27. 

 see case study, page 14.

• the Vodafone farmer’s club pro-
vides farmers with local market 
price information which farmers 
use to improve efficiency of agri-
cultural production and distribu-
tion of food supplies28. 

• weather forecasting via sms in 
turkey provides producers such 
as orchardists disaggregated 
weather information specific to 
local conditions. with localised 
weather forecasts provided daily 
via sms producers are able to 
prevent frost damage, determine 
when to spray fruit with pesticides 
and increase pest control29.

• nokia have developed life 
tools, available on a number of 
nokia handsets, which provides 
agricultural content direct to 
the phone. there are four basic 
plans users can choose from 
that provide information to users 
including news, market prices 
and weather updates30. 

• smart communications Inc de-
veloped an sms tool which al-
lows overseas filipinos to make 
money transfers into the country 
at a much lower cost than using 
traditional banking31. 

while these productivity impacts 
cannot be accurately quantified, an 
economic value approach can be 
employed to provide a high level 
estimation of potential productivity 
benefits. the economic value con-
cept set out in figures 14 and 28, 
page 23, indicates that, if mobile 
workers in myanmar achieved a ten 
percent increase on their produc-
tivity as a result of using mobile 
phones, the potential productivity 
impact of mobile services on the 
economy in year 2 could be usd 
1.3 billion in each scenario.

Figure 27: Total tax revenues from the mobile value chain in Year 2, USD billions

source: deloitte analysis based on a medium penetration scenario.  
note this represents tax revenues directly created by revenue flows  

from the mnos and not total tax revenues from the sector.

Tax Revenue, billion, Y2 Tax revenue Tax Revenue with multiplier

Mobile network operators 0.53 0.74

Fixed operators 0.02 0.02

Network equipment suppliers 0.01 0.02

Handset producers and dealers 0.09 0.13

Other suppliers of capital items 0.01 0.01

Suppliers of support services 0.08 0.12

Airtime commission 0.11 0.15

Multiplier effect 0.08 0.11

Total 0.93 1.30

25. http://www.ictinagriculture.org/ictinag/ 
 sourcebook/module-3-mobile-devices-and- 
 their-impact#chilean

26. http://www.refunite.org 

27. http://www.economist.com/node/16319635 

28. http://www.guardian.co.uk/sustainable- 
 business/best-practice-exchange/vodafone- 
 mobilising-support-for-farmers

29. http://www.ericsson.com/thecompany/ 
 sustainability_corporateresponsibility/ 
 technology_for_good/mobile_weather_alert  

30. http://www.ictinagriculture.org/ictinag/ 
 sourcebook/module-3-mobile-devices-and- 
 their-impact#people 

31. http://cases.growinginclusivemarkets.org/ 
 documents/74 
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bEnEfIts to consumErs

consumer benefits of mobile com-
munication are widely recognised 
in social and economic papers32. 
 Internationally mobile services 
promote social cohesion, con-
tribute to extending communica-
tions (especially to users with low 
education and literacy), stimulate 
local content, contribute to provid-
ing technology knowledge to the 
less educated and assist in disas-
ter relief. In addition, wireless data 
and broadband allow these ben-
efits to be amplified and coupled 
with those given by fixed telecom 
services.  

an Ericsson consumerlab study33 
indicates that in high growth mar-
kets apart from the need for faster 
and better internet access, applica-
tions are the one that are driving 
smartphone adoption. smartphone 
usage across the day in these 
markets is starting to mirror usage 
seen in more developed markets. 
users have a strong interest in 
using apps such as maps and 
navigation, shopping and barcode 
scanning, social media, weather 
updates and dictionaries that en-
able them to deal with daily chal-
lenges and interact with places, 
people and things in their urban 
surroundings. 

Figure 14: Economic impact in Year 2 of increased productivity amongst  
high mobility workers

source: deloitte analysis based on a medium penetration scenario.  
differences are due to rounding.

In addition the introduction of com-
petition in myanmar may result in a 
reduction of prices and the devel-
opment of a value added services 
market. figure 29, page 24, shows, 
under the medium scenario, how 
usage per user per month will grow 
over the three years since licences 
are issues. this can be related to a 
decrease in prices over the same 
period.

while intangible consumer benefits 
cannot be accurately quantified, 
a willingness to pay analysis that 
combines estimated usage in-
creases and price decreases over 
the three years can be applied to 
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32. typical positive impacts of mobile  
 communication are reported in appendix b  
 to this paper. 

33. Ericsson consumer lab report 2012  
 “Emerging app culture”

Area Assumption

39.4 million total workforce based on 80 percent of the population being working age. working age in  
neighbouring countries such as cambodia is ten years old.

30 percent of workers are high 
mobility

based on a weighted average of high mobility workers across each industry. 
the high mobility workers per industry is benchmarked from other economic 
impact assessment figures.

average gdp contribution per 
mobile worker

average gdp is based on cIa factbook figures.

75 percent of workforce is able to 
use mobile communications

based on population coverage.

ten percent average productivity 
increase

Is benchmarked from other economic impact assessment figures.

Figure 28: List of assumptions
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Figure 29: Price per minute and minutes of use per user per month

Figure 5: Intangible benefits using willingness to pay concept, USD billions

source: wireless Intelligence data; deloitte analysis based on a medium scenario.

source: deloitte analysis of a medium penetration scenario.
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34. there is a potential for double counting  
 between the productivity improvement and  
 the intangible impact. 

35. there are numerous reasons why these  
 estimates could underestimate or overestimate  
 the true value of intangible benefits. this  
 methodology assumes that 4 percent of  
 subscribers joined the network in year 0: this  
 allows estimation of only the consumer surplus  
 enjoyed by customers that joined the network  
 from year 1 onward, leading to an  
 underestimation of the true consumer surplus.  
 on the other hand, the methodology does not  
 account for potential changes in the  
 willingness to pay of consumers over time.  
 the effect of this on the overall calculation  
 depends on whether the true willingness to  
 pay has increased or decreased over time. 

estimate how consumer benefits 
will increase over time. In particular, 
this approach, allows the estima-
tion of the beneficial impact of 
these price reductions and usage 
increases.

the willingness to pay concept 
was used to calculate the value of 
the intangible benefits of mobile 
phones in this study34. minutes of 
use (‘mou’) per user and average 
price per minute show how much 
customers are willing to pay for 
mobile services. If it is assumed 
that these intangible benefits of 
owning a mobile phone are un-
changed over time, then the value 
for this form of consumer surplus 
can be considered to be the dif-
ference between price per minute 
at the time of subscription, less 
price per minute today (which is 
likely to be less due to increased 
competition and other factors). 
total consumer surplus is then the 
difference in price per minute multi-
plied by the total minutes of use at 
the old price. 

this approach suggests that con-
sumers will enjoy up to the equiva-
lent of usd 0.47 billion in scenario 
1, usd 0.74 billion in scenario 2, 
see figure 5, and usd 1.1billion in 
scenario 3 in intangible benefits in 
year 235. 
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the introduction of mobile tech-
nology in developing countries 
dramatically changes the way peo-
ple communicate with each other. 
mobile communications, through 
internet connectivity, has provided 
rural users their first real time ac-
cess to the outside world and con-
sumers can now utilise functionality 
to complete everyday transactions 
such as money transfers. access 
to mobile communications also 
provides entertainment and so-
cial networking possibilities and 
provides the tools for each market 
to develop specific functionality 
relevant to users’ daily lives. 

the way in which consumers utilise 
mobile communications differs 
between developed and develop-
ing countries. consumers in many 
developing countries use their 
mobile phones to ‘ping’ other mo-
biles. this is where one party calls 
another for a specified number of 
rings; each ring intended to convey 
a message to the called party. one 
ring may mean anything from ‘call 
me back’ to ‘I’ve arrived safely’. for 
consumers this allows users to de-
velop codes between friends and 
family members while limiting the 
cost of mobile use. as the market 
develops it is expected the use of 
these codes will reduce to a basic 
‘call me back’ function. 

around the world mnos have iden-
tified a number of csr projects 
and services that deliver significant 
tangible and intangible benefits 
to consumers and to businesses. 
these include:

• the cherie blair foundation, 
which invests in promoting 
women in business through the 
mobile technology programme. 
this programme identifies way 
in which mobile technology 
can improve the lives of female 
entrepreneurs internationally36. 

• the ‘women movement in tech-
nology’ project was launched 
by turkey Vodafone foundation, 
aiming to develop the social and 
economic integration of women 
through trainings on entrepre-
neurship, technology literacy 
and soft skill trainings37. 

• text to donate functionality is 
provided by mnos for charitable 
organisations to raise funds or 
for post disaster relief fundraising.

mobile health initiatives
mobile health initiatives have 
provided consumers in remote 
areas access to trained healthcare 
professionals, increased the abil-
ity of professionals to respond in 
emergencies and provided training 
facilities for healthcare workers 
in rural areas. In countries where 
access to healthcare is limited by 
poor infrastructure, large distances 
and few trained medical profes-
sionals, the use of mhealth tech-
nology provides access to health-
care initiatives consumers would 
not otherwise benefit from. 

mhealth initiatives have improved 
the standard of and access to 
healthcare in remote areas and de-
livered significant benefits to con-
sumers. these initiatives include: 

• childcount+, a mhealth plat-
form developed by the millen-
nium Villages project aimed at 
empowering communities to 
improve child survival and ma-
ternal health. childcount+ uses 
sms text messages to facilitate 
and coordinate the activities of 
community based health care 
providers, usually community 
health care workers (chws). us-
ing any standard phone, chws 
are able to use text messages 
to register patients and report 
their health status to a central 
web dashboard that provides a 
real-time view of the health of a 
community. powerful messaging 
features help facilitate commu-

appendix b 

Social Impact of  
Mobile Communications
In addition to the economic impacts mobile communications technology may have in myanmar, 
mobile communications also provides a number of social benefits to consumers. these may be 
tangible benefits such as improvements in healthcare and education or unquantifiable benefits 
such as strengthened social engagement and connection. studies show internationally that mobile 
services enable a reduction in transportation costs, strengthen social networks, help develop 
support networks and reduce levels of isolation and vulnerability. overall mobile technology is 
considered to have a positive impact on the lives of users.

36. http://www.cherieblairfoundation.org/our-work/ 
 mobile-technology-programme/women-and- 
 mobile-a-global-opportunity

37. http://www.turkiyevodafonevakfi.org.tr/ 
 women-movement-in-technology.php 
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nications between the members 
of the health system and an 
automated alert system helps 
reduce gaps in treatment38.  
see case study, page 14.

• tulasalud is a guatalemalan 
ngo that uses mobile phones 
to improve the delivery of infor-
mation and healthcare services 
in alta Verapaz, a poor rural area 
of north central guatemala. mo-
bile phone communications are 
used to share information be-
tween specialists based in city 
hospitals and community health 
workers in remote areas39.

• tracnet was developed in 2005 
to store and retrieve data and to 
manage drug distribution and 
patient care in relation to hIV/
aIds in rwanda. medical prac-
titioners involved with treatment 
programmes are now able to 
report and access information 
within seconds40. 

• sana mobile health, India, pro-
vides end to end infrastructure 
technology designed to con-
nect medical specialists to rural 
health workers in areas where 
specialists and primary care 
clinics are scarce. sana enables 
the transmission of medical 
data between medical special-
ists and health workers in real 

time, both to facilitate diagnosis 
and to ensure complete medi-
cal records for patients. sana is 
built to enable data transfer over 
unreliable networks. the system 
is designed to bring healthcare 
to rural areas without adequate 
medical facilities or trained 
practitioners41. 

• maestros mediline systems, 
India, is a medical diagnostic 
equipment and supplies com-
pany that uses telemedicine 
solutions for diagnosis, research 
and patient data transfer. they 
have launched an application 
which allows physicians access 
to patient’s Ecg and heart rate 
performance report via black-
berry or smartphones;42 and 

• cell life, south africa which 
primarily uses sms to deliver 
medical information, either by 
way of sms broadcasts or 
interactive sms with doctors. 
service include:

 –  Encouraging hIV testing  
  via sms alerts;

 –  using sms to keep new  
  mothers in the prevention of  
  mother to child transmission  
  of hIV programme; and

 –  use sms to remind patients  
  to maintain treatment  
  programmes43. 

mobile education initiatives
mobile education programmes are 
designed to provide, those in rural 
areas where many teachers are 
untrained, access to online learning 
facilities. mobile technology ena-
bles teachers and staff to establish 
contact with each other and share 
information including curriculum 
plans. mEducation initiatives are 
shown to increase attendance in 
the classroom, provide greater ac-
cess to learning materials, encour-
age more efficient management 
practices and enable students to 
access information from any loca-
tion. 

mEducation programmes have 
delivered significant benefits to 
consumers. these programmes 
include:

• bridge It, which provides edu-
cational content to schools and 
aids teachers with curriculum 
development and teacher train-
ing. using mobile technology 
teachers are able to:

 –  download educational video  
 content on mobile phones  
 which are then connected to  
 tVs in classrooms; and

 –  download videos linked to  
 user specific lesson plans44. 

38. http://www.childcount.org

39. http://www.tula.org/tulasalud.html  

40. http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/publications/ 
 africa_casestudies/tracnet.pdf 

41. http://healthmarketinnovations.org/program/ 
 sana-mobile 

42. http://maestros.net/ 

43.  http://www.cell-life.org/ 44. http://www.bridgeit.com/ 
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• English seekho (tata docomo) 
allows users to take conversa-
tional English language lessons 
on their mobiles using an inter-
active voice response (IVr) ap-
plication. students then practice 
using mobile keys or speech 
recognition45. 

• mobilink sms for literacy 
pakistan uses mobile phones 
to increase literacy rates for 
adolescent girls in rural areas of 
pakistan, where reading materi-
als are often scarce. In particular 
mobilink, partnered with unE-
sco, piloted a project in a rural 
area of punjab. this focused on 
250 females, aged 15-24, who 
had recently completed a basic 
literacy programme. Each girl 
received a mobile and prepay 
connection. the girls received 
up to six sms messages a day 
on a variety of topics including 
religion, health and nutrition, 
and were expected to practise 

reading and writing down the 
messages and responded to 
their teachers via sms46. 

• students of the university of 
botswana school of medicine 
are trained on-site at hospitals 
and clinics (both in cities and re-
mote areas) using smartphones 
enabled with medical informa-
tion apps and a built in camera 
(in conjunction with internet and 
computer facilities)47. 

• project yoza in south africa pro-
vides access to literary works, 
including shakespeare and 
poetry, on social networks, in 
English and xhosa. this forum 
enables students to participate 
in online discussions, enter 
writing competitions and com-
ment on aspects of the literary 
works48. 

• connect to learn is a collabora-
tive Ericsson, the Earth Institute 
at columbia university and 
millennium promise project that 
uses Ict to provide education 
to students internationally, with 
a particular focus on improving 
secondary school access for 
girls. the initiative uses connec-
tivity to:

 –  Implement low-cost and  
 user-friendly Ict for schools  
 through mobile broadband  
 and cloud computing

 – Enable access for students  
 and teachers to world-class  
 information and educational  
 resources

 –  connect schools to other  
 schools around the world to  
 foster collaborative learning,  
 cross-cultural understanding,  
 and global awareness49.  
 see case study, page 14. 

45. http://voicendata.ciol.com/content/ 
 news1/110120104.asp 

46. http://www.mobilinkgsm.com/about/pr/2010/ 
 unEsco.php 

47. http://www.irma-international.org/ 
 viewtitle/65083/

48. http://yozaproject.com/

49.  http://www.ericsson.com/thecompany/ 
 sustainability_corporateresponsibility/ 
 enabling_communication_for_all/ 
 connect_to_learn
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estimation of the economic  
impact of mobile communications

statIc analysIs

static analysis refers to the impact 
of mobile communications ser-
vices for a particular period of time 
and does not seek to estimate the 
longer term impacts on economic 
welfare. however, static analysis is 
extremely useful due to the greater 
availability of disaggregated data 
relative to dynamic analysis where 
a greater number of assumptions 
are typically required, see figure 
15.

publicly available data and opera-
tor data were applied together with 
interviews and assumptions based 
on economic literature to estimate 
the value of the mobile communi-
cations to the economy in terms of 
employment and gdp, both direct 
and indirect. the total economic 
impact is defined as consisting of 
the following elements:50 

• the direct impact from the 
mnos.

• the indirect impact from other 
industries related to mobile 
communications services.

• the indirect impact due to the 
surplus enjoyed by end users in 
terms of productivity improve-
ments.

• the indirect impact due to more 
qualitative social benefits en-
joyed by the population, referred 
to as ‘intangible benefits’.

the static analysis has been struc-
tured as illustrated by the following 
figure. the different impacts are 
summed together to give the total 
economic impact51.

the methodology estimates the 
contribution of the sector on the 
basis of a wider definition than 
that commonly cited in national 
accounts. the adopted definition 
captures the ‘economic footprint’ 
of the mobile communications  
sector. see figure 30.

appendix c 

Methodology and  
assumptions 
this section outlines the approach taken in estimating the economic contributions of the mobile 
communications industry to the myanmar economy.

Figure 15: Structure of the analysis of economic impact on GDP and employment

source: deloitte

50.  the approach adopted is consistent with  
 that adopted across the economic literature,  
 see for example: mckinsey & co. wireless  
 unbound. september 2006. the surprising  
 economic value and untapped potential of the  
 mobile phone.

51.  to obtain the total economic impact, it is  
 necessary to sum together the supply side,  
 demand side and intangible impacts. whilst  
 these are intended to capture different impacts  
 of mobile communication, there is a potential  
 for limited double counting.
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Figure 149: Structure of the analysis of economic impact on GDP and employment 
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Source: Deloitte analysis 

This analysis was undertaken using publicly available statistics, data provided from Ericsson and a 
review of benchmarks. By combining supply side and demand side analyses, it is possible to 
estimate the GDP contribution; employment created and tax revenues that might be generated in 
Myanmar in the first three following the launch of new network operators.   

A.3 Benefits to the supply side of the economy 
MNOs are expected to provide numerous benefits to the supply side of the economy in Myanmar 
through the direct effect of their expenditure, and these benefits are indirectly carried through to the 
related industries MNOs operate with and, more widely, to the Myanmar economy.  

As shown in Figure 15Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10, in addition to MNOs, the mobile 
communication market ecosystem is expected to be  formed by players such as equipment 
providers, typically international equipment producers with offices in Myanmar, and providers of 
other network services such as installation and maintenance; handset importers and distributors; 
airtime distributors and sellers, which include a host of retail points throughout the country; and 
suppliers of other services to MNOs such as advertising, accounting and other support services.  
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forEcastIng thE growth of thE 

mobIlE sEctor

data available on the mobile com-
munications market in myanmar 
indicates that penetration is cur-
rently less than four percent. the 
introduction of competition into the 
market is expected to increase net-
work coverage, access to mobile 
communications technology, min-
utes of use and volume of texts per 
user while decreasing the cost of a 
mobile phone and the price of calls 
and texts. this analysis uses three 
penetration scenarios, based on 
low, medium and high penetration, 
to determine the impact of mobile 
communications in myanmar. year 0 
figures, when networks are initially 
being deployed, are based on cur-
rent penetration in myanmar and 
the high penetration rate in year 2 is 
based on the government objective 
of 50 percent penetration by 2015. 
all other penetration rates are 
estimated based on this informa-
tion and discussions with Ericsson. 
figure 31 shows the penetration 
forecasts used for each scenario. 

the price per minute and minutes 
of use per subscriber assumption 
has been modelled on cambodia. 
as the mobile communications 
market in cambodia has been 
competitive for a number of years, 
the price per minute has been 
reduced for years 0 and 1 but is in 
line with current prices by year 2. 
the price of a text message is re-
lated to the price per minute in that 
it represents three quarters of the 
price per minute. as a result, the 
price per text also decreases over 
time to reach a rate which reflects 
the impacts of competition in the 
market. 

minutes of use and texts per user 
increase in line with international 
experience and benchmarks. as 
competition in the market increas-
es the price per minute and per 
text decreases, as a result minutes 
of use and texts per user increase. 
for each scenario minutes of use 
increase 20 percent from year 0 to 
year 1 and 40 percent from year 1 
to year 2 and texts per user in-
crease 20 percent from year 0 to 
year 1 and 30 percent from year 1 
to year 2.

Figure 31: Penetration rates for each scenario

source: deloitte analysis based on Ericsson forecasts

Scenario Year 0 Year 1 Year 2

Low penetration 4% 12% 20%

Medium penetration 4% 20% 35%

High penetration 4% 30% 50%

Figure 30: This methodology and national accounts

source: deloitte
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Figure 18: Structure of the analysis of economic impact on GDP and employment 
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Source: Deloitte 

The methodology estimates the contribution of the sector on the basis of a wider definition than that 
commonly cited in national accounts.  The adopted definition captures the ‘economic footprint’ of 
the mobile sector. 

Figure 19: This methodology and national accounts 
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Source: Deloitte 

C.1.1.1 Forecasting the growth of the mobile sector 

Data available on the mobile market in Myanmar indicates that penetration is currently less than 
5%. The introduction of competition into the market is expected to increase network coverage, 
access to mobile technology, minutes of use and volume of texts per user while decreasing the 
cost of a mobile phone and the price of calls and texts. This analysis uses three penetration 
scenarios, based on low, medium and high penetration, to determine the impact of mobile 
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Figure 32: Structure of the supply side analysis

Figure 33: Mobile value chain

source: deloitte

source: deloitte analysis, values in brackets represent medium penetration scenario value add.

supply sIdE Impact

the contribution of the mobile 
communications industry to the 
economy was quantified, cover-
ing the industry and its adjacent 
sectors. this is calculated by ag-
gregating the direct, indirect and 
economy wide (multiplier) effects 
that have occurred in each year. 
see figure 32.

this gives a snapshot view but 
does not take into account the 
future benefits to the economy re-
sulting from growth. a customer’s 
spending on mobile communica-
tions services flows along the value 
chain to the players within the 
telecom industry: mnos, suppli-
ers, distributors and others. money 
flows between these economic 
agents and the amounts retained 
are used to pay for wages, taxes, 
buy inputs and other costs. fi-
nally, the government collects tax 
revenues from all mnos within its 
jurisdiction. In this assessment, the 
focus is limited to the economy of 
the country in question and ignores 
international impacts. 

Each of the main stakeholders 
in the telecom industry has been 
identified. flows of value between 
stakeholders are shown in figure 
33. 

Estimates of the flows are based on:

• International benchmarks have 
been used as the mobile ser-
vice has not been launched yet. 
these were then adjusted to 
reflect the lack of competition in 
myanmar at year 0.

 – price per minute;

 – price per text;

 – minutes of use per user; 

 – numbers of texts per user;

 – the volume of mobile to  
 fixed calls;

 – corporate social responsibility  
 payments52;

 – the number of handsets and  
 sIms sold; and

 – the level of non network opEx

• International benchmarks have 
been used for the following as 
publicly available information is 
limited and unverifiable:

 – tax rates; and

 – the level of foreign ownership  
 of the operator.

• discussions with mnos;

• Interviews with local market 
experts, handset and airtime 
dealers;

• analysis of accounts and billing 
information for operators inter-
nationally.

following the identification of the 
revenue flows, the proportion of 
these flows that remains within the 
domestic economy was estimated 
and are translated into a positive 

economic benefit, referred to in this 
report as ‘value add’.

dIrEct ValuE add from mnos

five categories of economic value 
which are directly created by the 
mnos have been determined:

• wages and employee benefits.

• contractor costs.

• taxes and regulatory fees.

• corporate social responsibility53.

• dividends.

for each of these categories, the 
proportion of value add which re-
lates to the domestic economy was 
identified. this analysis is based 
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Figure 21: Structure of the supply side analysis 
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Source: Deloitte 

This gives a snapshot view but does not take into account the future benefits to the economy 
resulting from growth.  A customer’s spending on mobile services flows along the value chain to the 
players within the industry: MNOs, suppliers, distributors and others.  Money flows between these 
economic agents and the amounts retained are used to pay for wages, taxes, buy inputs and other 
costs.  Finally, the government collects tax revenues from all MNOs within its jurisdiction.  In this 
assessment, the focus is limited to the economy of the country in question and ignores international 
impacts.   

Each of the main stakeholders in the industry has been identified. Flows of value between 
stakeholders are shown in the diagram below.   

Figure 22: Mobile value chain 
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Estimates of the flows are based on: 

 International benchmarks have been used as the mobile service has not been launched 
yet. These were then adjusted to reflect the lack of competition in Myanmar at Year 0. 
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Figure 21: Structure of the supply side analysis 
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This gives a snapshot view but does not take into account the future benefits to the economy 
resulting from growth.  A customer’s spending on mobile services flows along the value chain to the 
players within the industry: MNOs, suppliers, distributors and others.  Money flows between these 
economic agents and the amounts retained are used to pay for wages, taxes, buy inputs and other 
costs.  Finally, the government collects tax revenues from all MNOs within its jurisdiction.  In this 
assessment, the focus is limited to the economy of the country in question and ignores international 
impacts.   

Each of the main stakeholders in the industry has been identified. Flows of value between 
stakeholders are shown in the diagram below.   

Figure 22: Mobile value chain 
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Estimates of the flows are based on: 

 International benchmarks have been used as the mobile service has not been launched 
yet. These were then adjusted to reflect the lack of competition in Myanmar at Year 0. 

52. csr include expenditure on charitable  
 donations as well as operator run programmes  
 in areas such as education and health.

53. csr include expenditure on charitable  
 donations as well as operator run programmes  
 in areas such as education and health.
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upon mno management accounts 
interviews which identify the final 
destination of monetary flows.

IndIrEct ValuE add

the revenues that flow directly from 
the mnos to other domestic in-
dustry players have been identified. 
the proportion of revenues that are 
value add was then estimated, us-
ing the five categories of value add 
used in the mobile network opera-
tor analysis, see figure 33. these 
proportions for each country are 
outlined in page 35.

thE multIplIEr

the value add created by the mo-
bile communications industry will 
have a subsequent positive impact 
on the economy. these effects are 
generated by further rounds of ex-
penditure. for example, the indirect 
domestic industry players will ad-
ditionally incur operating expenses, 
which are paid to additional play-
ers. these players will then create 
value as they pay wages and taxes 
etc. the economic literature quanti-
fies these effects by applying an 
’economic multiplier’ to the initial 
rounds of value generated. the 
figures 34-35 show the values of 
multipliers that have been calcu-
lated in other studies. 

an economic multiplier of 1.4 was 
utilised to estimate the ‘knock-on’ 
impact on the rest of the economy 
of the direct and indirect effects 
of mobile communication on gdp 
and employment. this was as-
sumed following a literature review, 
considering a benchmark, see 
figures 34-35, used for countries 
in the region with similar charac-
teristics for previous studies, and 
using the data provided by mnos 
about the proportion of expendi-
ture by key players which remains 
in myanmar. 

calculatIng tax rEVEnuEs

government tax revenues are 
raised through taxes specific to 
mobile communications services, 
corporation tax, income tax and 
regulatory fees. tax revenues are 
collected from all components in 
the value chain. based on south 
East asian benchmarks, see 
figures 34-35, assumptions were 
made on the percentage of money 
flows that are subject to the na-
tional tax regime54. 

Information on revenues for various 
taxes was collected as follows: 

• Economy-wide taxes: value 
added (sales) taxes, corporate 
taxes and income tax paid by 
employees.

• mobile taxes: licence, spec-
trum and other regulatory fees, 
plus all mobile communications 
specific taxes peculiar to the 
myanmar tax system.

tax revenues were calculated 
directly from the mnos and also 
from other entities in the value 
chain.

calculatIng thE Impact on  

EmploymEnt

mobile communications services 
contribute to employment via  
several avenues:

• direct employment of the indus-
try and related industries.

• support employment created by 
outsourced work and taxes that 
the government subsequently 

spends on employment- 
generating activities.

• Induced employment resulting 
from the above employees and 
beneficiaries spending their 
earnings, and creating more 
employment

the first impact was partly esti-
mated directly by collecting data 
from the mnos. for the related 
industries, a combination of two 
methods were applied: informa-
tion from interviews with the mnos 
was given priority. whenever direct 
information was missing, employ-
ment in related industries was 
calculated by dividing the propor-
tion of revenue spent on wages 
by the average wage rate in the 
sector. finally, support and induced 
employment were estimated using 
a multiplier: other studies, see fig-
ures 34-35, have used a ratio of 1.1 
to 1.7 for induced employment. the 
use of such multipliers can often be 
criticised for the lack of considera-
tion of the economic basis of the 
industry and country that are the 
object of the study. discussions 
with stakeholders were conducted 54. only a limited degree of leakage from  

 the informal sector has been assumed.

Figure 35: International multiplier benchmarks

Title of study Multiplier

The contribution of mobile phones to the UK economy (2002),  
O2 for ONS.

1.13

Association Française des Opérateurs Mobiles. 1.7

Economic impact of spectrum use in the UK, Europe economics, 
based on ONS.

1.1

Sicrana, R., and de Bonis, R. ‘The Multiplier Effects of Telecommuni-
cations Investments on Economic Growth and Restructuring’.

1.5

Radio authority UK 1995. ‘Economic impact of radio’. 1.4

Deloitte for Telenor 2008. ‘Economic Impact of mobile telephony  
in Ukraine, Malaysia, Thailand, Ukraine and Pakistan’.

1.2-1.4

Zain/Ericsson 2009. ‘Economic impact of Mobile Communications 
in Sudan’.

1.2

Aloyce R. Kaliba et al 2004 multiplier estimates ‘Multipliers for 
Tanzania: implications on developing poverty reduction programs’ 
(transport and communication multiplier estimate). 

1.63

Deloitte/GSMA 2011. ‘Mobile telephony and taxation in Croatia’. 1.3

Deloitte/GSMA 2011. ‘Mobile telephony and taxation in Kenya’. 1.2

Figure 34: Regional multiplier benchmarks

source: deloitte

Title of study Multiplier

Ovum studies on economic impact of mobile telephony in  
Bangladesh and USA based on review of various other studies*.

1.6

Deloitte for Telenor 2008. ‘Economic Impact of mobile telephony  
in Ukraine, Malaysia, Thailand, Ukraine and Pakistan’.

1.2-1.4

Deloitte/GSMA 2011. ‘Mobile telephony and taxation in Bangladesh’. 1.4
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on this issue and it was chosen to 
apply a multiplier of 1.4 on all value 
add including employment. 

IncrEasEs In productIVIty

significant economic and social 
research was undertaken in the 
last ten years on the numerous 
ways in which mobile services can 
improve productivity, including in 
less developed markets such as 
myanmar. several important effects 
have been identified in the research 
in the last years. 

these are presented here for gen-
eral review and include: 

• Improving information flows: 
mobile communications services 
allow workers in certain occupa-

tions to cut out the middle-man, 
e.g. traders can obtain infor-
mation on prices, quality, and 
quantities directly. this improves 
the incomes of producers, and 
helps reduce waste.

• reducing travel time and costs: 
mobile communications ser-
vices allow workers to trade and 
share information without travel-
ling.

• Improving efficiency of mobile 
workers: mobile communica-
tions services improve the 
efficiency of all workers in the 
economy. this effect will par-
ticularly be felt by workers with 
unpredictable schedules, for 
example those involved in repair 

and maintenance, or collection 
and delivery. mobile phones will 
give them greater accessibility 
and better knowledge of de-
mand.

• Improving job search: mobile 
services improve the chances of 
the unemployed finding employ-
ment by enabling people to call 
for opportunities rather than re-
lying on word of mouth. further 
to this, owning a mobile phone 
makes workers more employ-
able as they are contactable 
while absent from their place of 
work.

• Encouraging entrepreneurialism: 
mobile phones have encouraged 
the growth of small business 
and have increased their  
efficiency.

• data and smartphone prolifera-
tion amplifies these effects and 
gives access to applications and 
email.

no established economic method-
ology exists to estimate the gdp 
and employment effects of such 
productivity improvements across 
the economy. as such, available 
evidence from the literature in this 
area was considered and inter-
views with stakeholders have been 
undertaken in order to provide an 
indication of the demand side im-
pact of mobile communications.

Figure 36: Calculation of economic impact of productivity improvements

source: deloitte 
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Figure 25: Calculation of economic impact of productivity improvements 
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C.1.4 Intangible benefits 

Finally, the intangible impact of the mobile industry was identified.  Information provided during 
interviews with MNOs in Myanmar was utilised; additional findings from other economic impact 
reports were drawn upon and extended.   

As with productivity, economic and social research was undertaken in the last ten years on the 
numerous ways in which mobile services can promote intangible benefits. These are presented 
here for general review and include:  

 Promoting social cohesion: through enabling contact with family members or friends who 
have moved away, and building trust through sharing of handsets (which has been found 
to be common in developing countries).  In addition, a number of studies found a 
statistically robust relationship between mobile ownership and willingness to help others in 
the community. 

 Extension of communications: especially to users with low education and literacy. 

 Stimulating local content: this can be particularly useful for allowing users to learn about 
local services such as healthcare or education.  

 Assisting in disaster relief: mobile services allow families and friends to stay in touch in the 
event of a natural disaster, which can also ensure that they obtain more rapid relief. 

Whilst it is difficult to assign a specific value to these benefits in terms of contribution to GDP or 
employment, it is clear that many of these social and educational benefits could make people  
healthier and more motivated and hence more employable and able to contribute to GDP.  One 
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the impact of the productivity im-
provements on the overall economy 
is estimated by assuming that the 
productivity improvement will be 
experienced by high mobility em-
ployees within the economy. In line 
with similar studies55, high mobility 
workers are defined as those work-
ers who undertake a moderate to 
high degree of travel in the course 
of their employment, e.g. taxi 
drivers, salesmen and transport 
workers. In the medium scenario 
it is assumed that 30 percent of 
workers are high mobility whilst in 
the high scenario it is assumed that 
this rises to 75 percent. 

the process for calculating the 
impact of the productivity improve-
ments on the economy is set out in  
figure 14, page 33. 

IntangIblE bEnEfIts

finally, the intangible impact of the 
mobile communications industry 
was identified. Information pro-
vided during interviews with mnos 
in myanmar was utilised; addi-
tional findings from other economic 
impact reports56 were drawn upon 
and extended.

as with productivity, economic and 
social research was undertaken in 
the last ten years on the numerous 
ways in which mobile communica-
tions services can promote intan-
gible benefits. these are presented 
here for general review and include: 

• promoting social cohesion: 
through enabling contact with 
family members or friends who 
have moved away, and building 
trust through sharing of hand-
sets (which has been found 
to be common in developing 
countries). In addition, a number 
of studies57 found a statistically 
robust relationship between mo-
bile ownership and willingness 
to help others in the community.

• Extension of communications: 
especially to users with low 
education and literacy.

• stimulating local content: this 
can be particularly useful for al-
lowing users to learn about local 
services such as healthcare or 
education. 

• assisting in disaster relief: mo-
bile services allow families and 
friends to stay in touch in the 
event of a natural disaster, which 
can also ensure that they obtain 
more rapid relief.

whilst it is difficult to assign a 
specific value to these benefits 
in terms of contribution to gdp 
or employment, it is clear that 
many of these social and educa-
tional benefits could make people 
healthier and more motivated and 
hence more employable and able 
to contribute to gdp. one method 
for estimating a value using actual 
data is the willingness to pay con-
cept57. see figure 36.

the willingness to pay concept 
was used to calculate the value of 
the intangible benefits of mobile 
phones in this study58.historical 
minutes of use (‘mou’) per user 
and average price per minute show 
how much customers are willing 
to pay for mobile communications 
services. If it is assumed that these 
intangible benefits of owning a 
mobile phone are unchanged over 
time, then the value for this form of 
consumer surplus can be consid-
ered to be the difference between 
price per minute at the time of 
subscription, less price per minute 
today (which is likely to be less due 
to increased competition and other 
factors). total consumer surplus 
is then the difference in price per 
minute multiplied by the total min-
utes of use at the old price. 

55. Examples include: mcKinsey & co. wireless  
 unbound. september 2006. the surprising  
 economic value and untapped potential of  
 the mobile phone.

56. Examples include: mcKinsey & co. wireless  
 unbound. september 2006. the surprising  
 economic value and untapped potential of  
 the mobile phone. 

58. there is a potential for double counting  
 between the productivity improvement and  
 the intangible impact.

57. Examples include: mcKinsey & co. wireless  
 unbound. september 2006. the surprising  
 economic value and untapped potential of  
 the mobile phone.
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Figure 37: Increase in consumer surplus following a reduction in price

source: deloitte 
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method for estimating a value using actual data is the willingness to pay concept.42  This seeks to 
calculate the increase in consumer surplus that results from a change in the price of a good. 

Figure 26: Increase in consumer surplus following a reduction in price 
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Source: Deloitte 

The willingness to pay concept was used to calculate the value of the intangible benefits of mobile 
phones in this study.43  Historical minutes of use (‘MOU’) per user and average price per minute 
show how much customers are willing to pay for mobile services.  If it is assumed that these 
intangible benefits of owning a mobile phone are unchanged over time, then the value for this form 
of consumer surplus can be considered to be the difference between price per minute at the time of 
subscription, less price per minute today (which is likely to be less due to increased competition 
and other factors).  Total consumer surplus is then the difference in price per minute multiplied by 
the total minutes of use at the old price.  

There are numerous reasons why these estimates could underestimate or overestimate the true 
value of intangible benefits. This methodology assumes that subscribers join the network over 
Years 0-2, leading to an underestimation of the true consumer surplus. On the other hand, the 
methodology does not account for potential changes in the willingness to pay of consumers over 
time. The effect of this on the overall calculation depends on whether the true willingness to pay 
has increased or decreased over time. 

 

                                                           
42 See: Mckinsey & Co. Wireless Unbound. September 2006. The surprising economic value and untapped potential of the 

mobile phone. 
43 There is a potential for double counting between the productivity improvement and the intangible impact. 

there are numerous reasons why 
these estimates could underesti-
mate or overestimate the true value 
of intangible benefits. this meth-
odology assumes that subscribers 
join the network over years 0-2, 
leading to an underestimation of 
the true consumer surplus. on the 
other hand, the methodology does 
not account for potential changes 
in the willingness to pay of con-
sumers over time. the effect of this 
on the overall calculation depends 
on whether the true willingness to 
pay has increased or decreased 
over time.

data lImItatIons and  

dEtaIlEd assumptIons

little information is available on the 
current economic situation in my-
anmar therefore assumptions have 
been made, based on regional and 
international data. sources for this 
information include cIa factbook 
analysis, Ericsson’s information, 
previous economic impact studies 
and experience in neighbouring 
countries such as cambodia. see 
figures 34-35, page 32.
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Assumption Value

Employment levels Direct employment by MNOs

data was obtained directly from Ericsson as to the total number of mno employees forecast.

Indirect employment

Employment figures for most segments of the value chain were estimated based on discussions with 
Ericsson. however, employment figures for some segments were estimated as revenue inflow multi-
plied by wages as percentage of revenue divided by average wage. wages as percentage of revenue 
was estimated based on discussions with Ericsson. average wage was estimated by using assump-
tions on operator wage and average wage in myanmar, both figures were provided by Ericsson. 

for airtime employment data was obtained directly from Ericsson.

a multiplier of 1.4 was applied to indirect levels to gauge the total employment effect in the economy. 
no multiplier was applied to direct mno employment as a large amount of employment will already 
be captured by the first round flows.

Value add margins for each segment 
of the value chain

Value add margins are the total percentage of revenue spent domestically on (i) sales, import,  
income, corporate and regulatory taxes; (ii) wages; (iii) csr; and (iv) profit. 

Direct value add of MNOs

all data was obtained directly from mnos

Indirect value add 

these percentages are estimated based on international benchmarks. the value add margins  
used for the supply chain are as follows:

Airtime and SIM commission data on commission rates was based on international benchmarks. a commission rate of three  
percent is assumed for both wholesalers and retailers.

Handsets handset prices (usd25), percentage of handsets sold by mnos (five percent), proportion of illegal 
and second hand sales (zero percent) were estimated based on international benchmarks and  
estimates from Ericsson. 

Productivity improvement an annual productivity improvement of ten percent for high mobility workers is assumed based on  
a review of similar studies.

the estimate of the percentage of high mobility workers in each employment activity is provided 
below.

Employment information for years 0-2 was obtained from the cIa factbook.

these figures were adjusted to account for the total informal sector of the workforce. the total  
informal sector was assumed to be 16 percent of the total workforce, based on previous deloitte 
studies. percentages of workers who are high mobility are deloitte assumptions based on  
benchmarks from previous studies and experience. 

the gdp contribution of these workers is estimated by calculating the total gdp relating to high 
mobility sectors and dividing by the total number of high mobility workers. 

Multiplier a multiplier of 1.4 was applied to supply side direct and indirect value add in order to capture the  
full impact on the myanmar economy.

this multiplier was selected following a literature review. this choice is discussed in more detail in 
appendix c. 

Margin on domestic revenues % value add margin 

Fixed telecommunications operators 41%

Network equipment suppliers 62%

Handset dealers 75%

Other suppliers of capital items 50%

Suppliers of support services 63%

Airtime and SIM commission – Wholesalers 43%

Airtime and SIM commission – Retailers 49%

Multiplier effect 0.08

Total 0.93

Employment by sector Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 % of high mobility 

Agriculture 22,771,000 22,998,710 23,228,697 25%

Industry 2,277,100 2,299,871 2,322,870 25%

Services 7,481,900 7,556,719 7,632,286 50%

Total informal sector 6,139,410 6,200,805 6,262,813 25%
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Assumption Value

Foreign ownership of operator the foreign ownership of the mno is estimated to by 49 percent based on similar studies.

Minutes of use and texts per user the average minutes of use (3,420 per subscriber per year in year 0) are based on usage in  
cambodia. texts per user (50 per subscriber per year in year 0) are based on previous deloitte studies.

Average price per minute and per 
text

the average price per minute (K 91) is taken from cambodia. the current price per minute in  
cambodia is increased by 40 percent in y2 and 20 percent in y1 to reach a pre competition price  
for y0. the price per minute in y2 (the current price per minute in cambodia) reflects a price after 
competition has been introduced in the market.

the price per text is estimated to be three quarters of the price per minute (K68). this figure is  
a deloitte assumption based on similar studies. 

Market penetration Each scenario models the impact of various penetration rates on mobile communication in myanmar. 
scenario 1 shows the impact of low penetration (4-20 percent over the three years since licences 
were introduced), scenario 2 models medium penetration (4-35 percent over the three years) and 
scenario 3 shows the impact of high penetration (4-50 percent). 

Price and usage changes the price per minute and price per text decreases 20 percent y0-y1 as some competition enters the 
market. then decreases 40 percent y1-y2 as the market becomes much more competitive. this  
figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies. demand and price forecasts are based on 
Ericsson’s current assumptions of average annual wages (K 1,050,000) and may change as assump-
tions on average annual wages are adjusted. 

Proportion of mobile calls to fixed 
lines

minutes of use and texts per user increase 20 percent y0-y1 due to a decrease in the price per  
minute and a further 30 percent y1-y2 as competition grows and the price per minute falls further. 
this figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies.

Tax rates assumed 90 percent of calls in y0 are mobile to fixed as there is little mobile penetration.  
after this the number of mobile to fixed calls falls proportionately to the rate of mobile growth.  
this figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies.

as little information is publically available on the tax rates in myanmar south East asian  
benchmarks have been used in the report. these are: 

Payments to fixed operators for 
interconnection

this is estimated to be ten percent of interconnection revenues.  
this figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies.

Handset discount for MNOs It is assumed mnos receive a 20 percent discount on the purchase of handsets. 
this figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies.

Corporate social responsibility pay-
ment

It is assumed mnos pay 0.5 percent of revenues to csr programmes.  
this figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies.

SIM to handset ratio It is assumed 75 percent of consumer who purchase a sIm will also purchase a handset.  
this is based on interviews with mnos and international studies.

CAPEX and OPEX calculations these assumptions are based on similar studies: 

percent that is domestic spend for each network capEx item: y0 – 75 percent, y1 – 25 percent and 
y2 – 25 percent. 50 percent of this is expected to be spent domestically. 

percent that is domestic spend for each network capEx item: towers – 100 percent and  
access roads – 100 percent.

non network opEx: Is 125 percent of network opEx.

percent that is domestic spend: 100 percent each year.

Airtime and SIM commission calc three percent of voice and text revenue (before Vat) is paid in commission to retailers and  
wholesalers. this figure is a deloitte assumption based on similar studies.

Handset value add the margin made on the sale of handsets is ten percent. this figure is a deloitte assumption based 
on similar studies.

Corporation tax 29%

Income tax paid by employees 20%

VAT 10%

Import taxes 5%
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conclusions
mobile communications in  
myanmar is expected to  
generate significant economic 
impacts through effects on the 
supply side of the economy,  
employment, increases in pro- 
ductivity and benefits gained  
by consumers in myanmar.

• under a medium penetration 
scenario it is expected that  
the impcts on the myanmar 
economy will be:

 – price per minute;

 – usd 2.24 billion in year 2  
 on the supply side

 – usd 0.96 billion in total  
 direction contribution over   
 three years

– usd 2.11 billion of indirect  
 impact over three years and

• usd 1.23 billion of multiplier  
effect over three years

 – 1.5-7.4 percent of gross  
domestic product (gdp) over 
three years and

• there will be approximately 
66,000 full time employees 
(ftEs) and a further 24,000  
ftEs are estimated to be  
generated in the wider  
economy

• mobile communications is  
expected to have significant 
social and productivity benefits 
based on international  
experience.
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